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3 Coordination  
and subordination

Summary 3.1 Coordination of clauses. – 3.2 Subordination: distinctive properties. – 
3.3 Argument clauses. – 3.4 Relative clauses. – 3.5 Adverbial clauses. – 3.6 Comparative 
clauses. – 3.7 Comparative correlatives.

In this chapter, we will consider complex sentences consisting of two 
clauses. The two clauses may be independent and coordinated, or 
one of them may be independent, while the other one is subordinate.

The main difference between coordination and subordination is 
that coordinated clauses have the same status, they are both inde-
pendent clauses, while in complex sentences consisting of an inde-
pendent and a subordinate clause, the two clauses are not on the 
same level: only the independent clause can be produced on its own, 
while the subordinate clause cannot.

3.1 Coordination of clauses 

Coordination is the combination of at least two constituents [SYN-
TAX 2], often of the same syntactic category (such as noun phrases, 
verb phrases, or clauses) either through conjunction or juxtaposition. 
Conjunction refers to the connection of constituents through the use 
of conjunctions [LEXICON 3.9.1], juxtaposition refers to the coordination 
of constituents without the use of conjunctions, only by juxtaposing 
the two constituents one next to the other. This section illustrates 
how LIS coordinates clauses.
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3.1.1 Types of clausal coordination

Within clausal coordination, we may distinguish three main types of 
conjunction: conjoined conjunction, adversative conjunction, and dis-
junctive conjunction.

Depending on the type of conjunction, LIS coordinates clauses ei-
ther through the employment of both manual and non-manual con-
junctions, or through the only use of non-manual markings.

In the following example, a case of conjoined conjunction, the two 
clauses are coordinated only through the non-manual markings com-
posed of: a change in head and shoulder position between the two 
clauses (which are produced in a different location in space), chin 
down (cd) at the end of the first clause, and eye blink signalling the 
boundary between clauses.

 cd
mario cake prepare luca banana cl(unspread 5): ‘cut_banana’ 
‘Mario prepares a cake and Luca cuts a banana.’ 

When joining clauses in adversative conjunction, they may be coor-
dinated through the use of the manual conjunction but, as shown be-
low. When it happens, the two conjoined clauses are also marked by 
chin down (cd) and eye blink at the end of the first clause.

 cd
luca party go want but dance not � 
‘Luca wants to go to the party, but he doesn’t dance.’ 

In disjunctive conjunction, LIS employs the manual conjunction 
glossed or and the following non-manual markers: optional forward 
body lean (bl-f), chin down (cd) and eye blink occurring at the end of 
the first clause, as shown in the example below.

 cd
 bl-f
evening ix(dem) a-n-n-a book read or film see � 
‘Tonight Anna will read a book or will watch a film.’ 

In the following sections, the three types of clausal coordination will 
be described in detail.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_1_mariocakepreparelucabananaclunspread5cutbanana.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_1_lucapartygowantbutdancenot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_1_eveningixdemannabookreadorfilmsee.mp4
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3.1.2 Coordination by manual markers

In this section, we describe the manual markers LIS employs to coor-
dinate clauses in the three types of conjunction: conjoined conjunc-
tion, adversative conjunction and disjunctive conjunction. 

3.1.2.1 Manual markers of coordination

When coordinating clauses, LIS makes use of manual markers of con-
junction in conjoined conjunction, adversative conjunction and dis-
junctive conjunction. In the following sections, their optionality or 
obligatoriness, as well as their position in the sentence will be de-
scribed.

3.1.2.1.1 Manual markers in conjoined coordination

In conjoined coordination, clauses may be coordinated through the 
use of the manual marker plus. 

 

plus

The example below shows two clauses coordinated through the sign 
plus. 

l-a-u-r-a book read plus c-a-r-l-o television see  � 
‘Laura reads a book and Carlo watches television.’ 

3.1.2.1.2 Manual markers in adversative coordination

In adversative coordination, LIS may employ the manual marker 
glossed but produced either as a one-handed (a) or two-handed (b) 
sign with all fingers extended, as shown in the pictures below.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_2_11_laurabookreadpluscarlotelevisionsee.mp4
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a. but (one-handed)

b. but (two-handed)

The example below shows the use of but in a sentence.

laura wine drink want but father want not  � 
‘Laura wants to drink wine, but her father doesn’t want her to.’ 

3.1.2.1.3 Manual markers in disjunctive coordination

The manual marker employed in disjunctive coordination is the sign 
glossed or. It is a one-handed sign produced with the thumb and in-
dex finger closed in a circle and the other fingers extended. It is pro-
duced with short repeated movements of the hand from right to left.

 
 

or 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_2_12_laurawinedrinkwantbutfatherwantnot.mp4
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The example below shows the use of or in context.

m-a-r-c-o money SASS(5): ‘size_big’ money bank deposit or egypt 
 ticket plane buy 
‘Marco will either deposit the money in the bank or buy a plane 
ticket to Egypt.’ 

3.1.2.2 Position of manual markers of coordination

In this section, we shall describe the position of manual markers of 
coordination in the different types of clause conjunction.

3.1.2.2.1 Position of manual markers in conjoined coordination

In conjoined coordination, the manual marker plus is produced be-
tween the two clauses.

3.1.2.2.2 Position of manual markers in adversative coordination

In adversative coordination, the manual marker but occurs between 
the first and the second clause, as confirmed by the presence of the 
following prosodic non-manual markings signalling the clause bound-
ary between the first and the second conjunct: a pause in the signing 
stream, eye blink and chin down (cd) after the last sign of the first 
clause. These non-manuals marking the end of the first clause pre-
cede the manual marker but.

cd
annaa mariob apersuadeb done but party bgoa not �
‘Anna tried to persuade Mario, but he didn’t go to the party.’ 

3.1.2.2.3 Position of manual markers in disjunctive coordination

As in adversative coordination, also in disjunctive coordination, the 
manual marker or occurs between the first and the second conjunct. 
Evidence for its position is provided by the same prosodic non-manu-
als marking clause boundary in adversative coordination.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_2_13_marcomoneysass5sizebigmoneybankdepositoregyptticketplanebuy.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_2_22_annamariopersuadedonebutpartygonot.mp4
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 cd
anna ix television see or book read � 
‘Anna watches television or reads a book.’ 

3.1.2.3 Optionality or obligatoriness of manual markers  
of coordination

In this section, we will specify the optionality or obligatoriness of 
the manual markers of coordination across the three types of con-
junctions.

3.1.2.3.1 Optionality/obligatoriness of manual markers  
in conjoined coordination

It is optional to use the manual marker plus in conjoined coordina-
tion.

3.1.2.3.2 Optionality/obligatoriness of manual markers  
in adversative conjunctions

The manual marker but is not obligatory in adversative conjunction. 

3.1.2.3.3 Optionality/obligatoriness of manual markers  
in disjunctive conjunctions

The manual marker or is obligatory when coordinating two claus-
es in disjunctive conjunction. This constraint does not hold when co-
ordinating signs within a clause in disjunctive conjunction, where 
non-manual markers alone may be used to coordinate the constitu-
ents [LEXICON 3.9.1].

3.1.3 Coordination by non-manual markers

In this section, we will describe the types and spreading of non-man-
ual markers in clause coordination across the three types of conjunc-
tions: conjoined conjunction, adversative conjunction, and disjunctive 
conjunction, both in the presence of manual markers and in their ab-
sence, namely, when the conjunct clauses are juxtaposed.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_2_23_annaixtelevisionseeorbookread.mp4
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3.1.3.1 List of non-manual markers of coordination 

We will describe here the set of non-manual markings employed in 
the three different types of clause coordination in LIS.

3.1.3.1.1 Non-manual markers in conjunctive coordination

The non-manual markers employed in conjunctive coordination are: 
a change in body orientation and head position, a signing pause, eye 
blink, and chin down. All these non-manual markings can be used 
in the presence of the manual marker and, or as the only markers in 
conjunctive coordination.

3.1.3.1.2 Non-manual markers in disjunctive coordination

In disjunctive coordination, the non-manual markers cannot be em-
ployed alone to coordinate two clauses. They are produced with the 
manual marker or. They are composed of: a signing pause, eye blink, 
chin down, the labial movements reproducing the equivalent Italian 
word o ‘or’, and, optionally, forward body lean.

3.1.3.1.3 Non-manual markers in adversative coordination

LIS marks adversative coordination through the use of the following 
non-manual markers: a pause in the signing stream, eye blink, chin 
down, backward head tilt, and, optionally, raised or furrowed brows. 
All these non-manual markings maybe be used in the presence of the 
manual marker but, or as the only markers. 

3.1.3.2 The spreading domain of non-manual markers  
of coordination

In this subsection, the spreading domain of the non-manuals mark-
ing the different types of coordination is illustrated.
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3.1.3.2.1 Spreading domain of non-manual markers  
in conjunctive coordination

The non-manuals marking conjunctive coordination have a differ-
ent spreading domain. The first conjunct is generally produced on 
the right of the signing space, hence the signer’s head and body are 
turned to the right (this is indicated in the example below by the sub-
script ‘a’). The second conjunct is produced on the opposite side of 
the signing space, hence the signer’s head and body are turned to 
the left (this is indicated in the example below by the subscript ‘b’). 
The chin is lowered at the end of the first clause (and optionally al-
so at the end of the second clause) (cd), and a signing pause and eye 
blink occur at the boundary of the two clauses. 

           cd                  cd
maria fooda cooka stira l-u-c-ab tableb dish++b arrangeb 
‘maria cooks the food and Luca sets the table.’ 

3.1.3.2.2 Spreading domain of non-manual markers in disjunctive 
coordination

In disjunctive coordination, a signing pause, eye blink and chin down 
(cd) occur between the two conjuncts. The labial movements repro-
ducing the equivalent Italian word o ‘or’ and, optionally, forward body 
lean occur simultaneously to the production of the manual marker or.

             cd
             [o]
m-i-r-k-o student meet or meeting attend � 
‘Mirko meets the student or attends the meeting.’ 

3.1.3.2.3 Spreading domain of non-manual markers  
in adversative coordination

In adversative coordination, a pause in the signing stream and eye 
blink occur between the two conjuncts, a backward head tilt (ht-b), 
and, optionally, raised (re) or furrowed brows are produced simulta-
neously to the manual marker, if present, or at the beginning of the 
second conjunct, if the manual marker is absent. 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_3_21_mariafoodcookstirlucatabledisharrange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_3_22_mirkostudentmeetormeetingattend.mp4
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 ht-b
l-u-c-aa party go dance like not � 
‘Luca goes to the party, but he doesn’t like to dance.’ 

3.1.4 Properties of coordination

This section describes some properties displayed by LIS coordinat-
ed clauses. 

As shown in [SYNTAX 3.1], clauses may be coordinated either through 
the employment of conjunctions, as the manual sign plus in (a), or 
through the juxtaposition of the conjoined clauses, as in (b) below. 

a. l-a-u-r-a book read plus c-a-r-l-o television see  �
‘Laura reads a book and Carlo watches television.’ 

b. maria food cook stir l-u-c-a table dish++ arrange �
‘maria cooks the food and Luca sets the table.’ 

3.1.4.1 Extraction

The property of extraction is related to the movement of a constitu-
ent to the left edge or to the right edge of the sentence. This happens 
in wh-questions [SYNTAX 1.2.3] or topics [PRAGMATICS 4.2]. In LIS, extrac-
tion out of a coordinate structure is possible if the same constitu-
ent is extracted from both coordinated conjuncts. In the example be-
low, what is interpreted as the object of the verb in both conjuncts.

 neg  wh
mother like father like.not qartichoke � 
‘What does mother like and father not like?’

The following is another case of extraction of a constituent (orange 
ix) out of coordinated clauses through topicalisation.

   top
orange ix mother like father impossible_no_way � 
‘As for oranges, mother likes them and father dislikes them.’

In the examples above, the extracted constituent is the object of the 
verb in each coordinated conjunct.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_3_23_lucapartygodancelikenot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_alaurabookreadpluscarlotelevisionsee.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_bmariafoodcookstirlucatabledisharrange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_1_motherlikefatherlikenotqartichoke.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_1_orangeixmotherlikefatherimpossiblenoway.mp4
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3.1.4.2 Gapping

Gapping refers to the possibility of eliding the verb of a conjunct in 
a coordinated structure. In LIS, it is possible to elide the verb of one 
coordinated clause, if it is identical to the verb of the other conjunct, 
as shown in the examples below.

a. lauraa meat eat sarab salad � 
‘Laura eats meat and Sara salad.’

b. tomorrow party. ix1 meat bring a-n-n-a beer l-u-c-a salad 
‘Tomorrow there is a party. I will bring meat, Anna beer, and Lu-
ca salad.’

c. ix1 news see ix2 film � 
‘I watch the news and you the film.’

In attested cases of gapping, the elided verb is in the second con-
junct, never in the first conjunct. 

3.1.4.3 Scope

Another property associated with coordination is the scope of some 
elements, like question particles and negative elements [SYNTAX 1.5]. 
When a question sign or a negative sign affects the meaning of two 
constituents, those constituents can be analysed as conjuncts of a co-
ordinated structure. This is what happens in LIS.

3.1.4.3.1 Scope of negation

In LIS, a negative element may affect the meaning of two verbs in 
coordinated conjuncts only if they share the same subject. In the ex-
ample below, the negative sign neg_o negates the verb of both con-
juncts. This suggests that what is coordinated in the sentence below 
is not two clauses, but two verb phrases.

 neg
gabriele car clean_up wedding go neg_o � 
‘Gabriele did not clean the car and did not go to the wedding.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_2_alaurameateatsarasalad.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_2_btomorrowpartyix1meatbringannabeerlucasalad.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_2_cix1newsseeix2film.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_31_gabrielecarcleanupweddinggonego.mp4
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3.1.4.3.2 Scope of yes/no questions

In LIS, a question sign, yes^no in the example below, can have scope 
over both conjuncts of a coordinated structure.

 y/n
gabriele padua stay ixa laraa go mountain yes^no �
‘Gabriele remained in Padua and Lara went to the mountain, 
right?’

3.2 Subordination: distinctive properties

Subordination refers to clauses which are hierarchically connect-
ed to each other, unlike coordination where they are joined together 
equally. In subordination, only the main clause is independent, name-
ly syntactically and semantically autonomous, while the subordinate 
clause is dependent upon the main clause. In the following subsec-
tions, we will describe one property typical of subordination, sub-
ject pronoun copy, in order to serve as an identification tool to dis-
tinguish subordinate from coordinate clauses. 

3.2.1 Subject pronoun copy

The pronoun copy phenomenon [SYNTAX 2.6] consists of a pronoun at 
the end of a sentence which relates to an argument of the sentence, 
as exemplified in the LIS sentence below where the final copy pro-
noun ix3 refers to the subject cat. 

cata ixa kibble like ix3a � 
‘The cat likes the kibble, he.’

In LIS, the pronoun copy can be related to both the subject and the 
object of the clause (an example of object pronoun copy is present-
ed below). From a pragmatic point of view, the pronoun copy can re-
fer to constituents which fulfil different pragmatic functions, as, for 
example, focus or emphatic expressions, but it seems to mostly ac-
company topics [PRAGMATICS 4.2] as displayed by the sentence below.

 top
mousea cat cl(spread curved open 5): ‘eat’ done ix3a �
‘As for the mouse, the cat ate it.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_1_4_32_gabrielepaduastayixlaragomountainyesno.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_2_1_catixkibblelikeix3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_2_1_mousecatclspreadcurvedopen5eatdoneix3.mp4
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In LIS complex sentences, composed of a main clause and a subor-
dinate clause, the subordinate clause typically precedes the main 
clause. In this case, a pronoun copy of the main clause subject may 
appear at the end of the sentence, right after the main clause. The 
sentence below, an indirect declarative clause, demonstrates such a 
case where the pronoun copy ix3 refers to mother, the subject of the 
main clause.

m-a-r-i-a fruit eat most must mothera say ix3a � 
‘My mum said that Maria should eat more fruit, she (my mum).’ 

However, in object clauses [SYNTAX 3.3.2] the order between the sub-
ordinate and the main clause may be inverted, that is, the subor-
dinate clause may follow the main clause, as shown below. In this 
case, if present, the pronoun copy refers to the subject of the sub-
ordinate clause.

father remember ixa sistera adventure like ix3a � 
‘My dad remembers that his sister likes adventures, she.’

In both complex sentences reported above, the indirect declarative 
clause and the object clause, the subject pronoun copy refers to the 
subject of the very last clause. For this reason, the pronoun copy 
strategy is not a diagnostic to discriminate between a main and a 
subordinate clause. However, while the pronoun copy can easily be 
found in complex sentences composed of a subordinate and a main 
clause, it is very rarely employed when main sentences are coordi-
nated [SYNTAX 2.6.1], as shown in the example below, where no pronoun 
copy is used.

mothera ixa chocolatea white adorea ixb father blackb �
‘My mother likes the white chocolate and my father likes the dark 
one.’

3.2.2 Position of question signs 
To be developed.

3.2.3 Spreading of non-manual markers  
To be developed.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_2_1_mariafruiteatmostmustmothersayix3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_2_1_fatherrememberixsisteradventurelikeix3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_2_1_motherixchocolatewhiteadoreixfatherblack.mp4
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3.2.4 Interpretation of embedded negation in the matrix clause  
To be developed.

3.3 Argument clauses

This section describes a type of subordination whereby the subordi-
nate clause functions as the subject [SYNTAX 3.3.1] or the object [SYNTAX 
3.3.2] of the main clause predicate.

Role shift [SYNTAX 3.3.3], whereby the signer assumes the perspec-
tive of another referent, is also described in this section.

3.3.1 Subject clauses

A subject clause (or subjective) is a subordinate argument clause car-
rying the syntactic function of a subject [SYNTAX 2.2.1]. Subject clauses 
(within brackets) can be: i) simple declarative clauses, with no special 
interpretation (e.g. ‘[That Gianni will come] should be clear to you’), 
ii) relative clauses [SYNTAX 3.4] (e.g. ‘[Whoever has finished the exam] 
can go out’), or iii) interrogative clauses [SYNTAX 1.2.3] (e.g. ‘[Whether 
I am coming or not] is uncertain’). In the following, however, we will 
only treat simple declarative clauses, referring to the relevant sec-
tions for the other two types. 

In LIS, verbs that can take as an argument a subject clause include 
seem (a), be_astonishing (b), strange (c), and obligation (d).

  bl-f
a. gianni arrive seem � 
‘It seems that Gianni has arrived.’

b. gianni work resign be_astonishing � 
‘It is surprising that Gianni has resigned.’

c. gianni arrive strange � 
‘It is strange that Gianni has arrived.’

d. gianni arrive obligation � 
‘It is compulsory for Gianni to come.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_agianniarriveseem.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_bgianniworkresignbeastonishing.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_cgianniarrivestrange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_dgianniarriveobligation.mp4
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3.3.1.1 Position(s) within the matrix clause

In LIS, subject clauses can be extraposed namely they can appear at 
the end of the sentence, as shown by the following examples.

 bl-f
a. seem gianni arrive  � 
‘It seems that Gianni has arrived.’

 bl-f
b. be_astonishing gianni ix work resign  � 
‘It is surprising that Gianni has resigned.’

c. strange gianni arrive � 
‘It is strange that Gianni has arrived.’

d. obligation gianni arrive � 
‘It is compulsory for Gianni to come.’

There does not seem to be a clear preference for the initial or final 
position, and no pronominal index is required if the subject clause 
is extraposed.

3.3.1.2 Special non-manual markers 

Subject clauses do not seem to be marked by a special non-manu-
al marker, but there is an intonational break between the main verb 
and the subject clause. Verbs like seem, be_astonishing, strange and 
obligation are uttered with a lexically specified non-manual mark-
er which stops when the intonational break occurs. Therefore, the 
boundary of the subject clause is marked by this interruption. An-
other marker of the boundary between the subject clause and the 
verb that takes it as an argument is body lean, as indicated in the 
examples below. 

3.3.1.3 Tense and aspectual marking

Subject clauses do not seem to be reduced, as they can contain a verb, 
a lexical subject and the aspectual marker done.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_1_aseemgianniarrive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_1_bbeastonishinggianniixworkresign.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_1_cstrangegianniarrive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_1_dobligationgianniarrive.mp4
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 bl-f
a. seem gianni contract put_signature done  � 
‘It seems that Gianni has signed the contract.’

 bl-f  bl-b
b. gianni contract put_signature done seem � 
‘It seems that Gianni has signed the contract.’

3.3.1.4 Anaphoric relations  
To be developed.

3.3.1.5 Null arguments 
To be developed.

3.3.2 Object clauses

An object clause (or completive, or complement clause) is a clause 
carrying the syntactic function of an object. Object clauses (within 
brackets) can be declarative clauses (e.g. ‘Piero knows [that Gianni 
signed the lease]’), free relative clauses (e.g. ‘Paolo bought [what is 
necessary]’) [SYNTAX 3.4] or interrogative clauses (e.g. ‘Paolo asked me 
[who took the exam]’) [SYNTAX 1.2.3]. In the following, however, we will 
only treat simple declarative clauses, referring to the relevant sec-
tions for the other two types. 

Depending on the matrix verb, object clauses can correspond to 
at least two types of structures: i) finite object clauses and ii) non-fi-
nite object clauses. Finite object clauses can have a lexical subject, 
tense and aspectual markings. The subject of the object clause does 
not need to refer to the arguments in the main clause. The sentence 
‘Gianni said that Piero will sign the contract’ contains a finite object 
clause, as shown by the presence of an auxiliary (‘will’) and of a lexi-
cal subject (‘Piero’). On the other hand, non-finite object clauses can-
not have a lexical subject or tense and aspectual markings. The sub-
ject of the object clause is interpretatively dependent on an argument 
in the main clause. The sentences ‘Gianni forgot to sign the contract’ 
and ‘The cook forced Maria to eat meat’ contain a non-finite object 
clause. The null subject of the object clause depends in its interpre-
tation on the main clause subject (‘Gianni’), in the first sentence, and 
on the main clause object, (‘Maria’), in the second sentence.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_3_aseemgiannicontractputsignaturedone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_1_3_bgiannicontractputsignaturedoneseem.mp4
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3.3.2.1 Verbs taking object clauses

Verbal predicates that take an object clause are traditionally clas-
sified into a number of groups characterized in semantic terms. A 
representative set of predicates with some LIS verbs for each type 
is presented below.
i) Desiderative predicates: hope

gianni hope leave � 
‘Gianni hopes (to be able to) leave.’ 

ii) Directive predicates: forbid

 re
pietro leave ix gianni forbid  � 
‘Gianni forbids Pietro from leaving.’ 

iii) Achievement predicates: be_able

 re
gianni leave punctual be_able � 
‘Gianni manages to leave on time.’

iv) Factive predicates: complain

gianni complain train go_away cl(curved open V): ‘get_on_train’ 
 neg_o 
‘Gianni complained that the train left and he could not board it.’ 

v) Experiencer-object verbs: happy

 re  bl-right
gianni happy pietro leave � 
‘Gianni is happy that Pietro left.’ 

vi) Aspectual verbs: begin 

gianni begin house build  � 
‘Gianni began building a house.’ 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannihopeleave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_pietroleaveixgianniforbid.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannileavepunctualbeable.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannicomplaintraingoawayclcurvedopenvgetontrainnego.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannihappypietroleave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannibeginhousebuild.mp4
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vii) Perception predicates: see

 rs: Gianni  
gianni see maria leave � 
‘Gianni saw Maria leaving.’ 

viii) Propositional attitude predicates: sure 

gianni sure pietro cake eat all  � 
‘Gianni is sure that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

ix) Utterance predicates: say

gianni say pietroa ixa cake eat all  � 
‘Gianni said that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

3.3.2.2 Position(s) within the matrix clause

Although the unmarked order when the object is a noun phrase is 
SOV [SYNTAX 2.3.1.1], finite object clauses resist sitting between the ma-
trix subject and the matrix verb. As a matter of fact, a finite object 
clause normally precedes or follows the matrix clause. The follow-
ing are examples of an object clause that follows (a) or precedes (b) 
the matrix clause that contains the verb hope. 

 bl-right
a. gianni hope maria leave  � 
‘Gianni hopes Maria will leave.’ 

 re   bl-b  
b. maria leave gianni hope  � 
‘Gianni hopes Maria will leave.’ 

If the object clause is sentence initial, it can be resumed by the sign 
pe. pe is the determiner-like element also present in relative clauses 
[SYNTAX 3.4]. In the following sentence, the embedded clause is artic-
ulated on the side of the dominant hand (as indicated by body lean 
towards the right) and pe is articulated after the embedded clause 
in the same area of the signing space to indicate that it refers to the 
object clause.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_gianniseemarialeave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannisurepietrocakeeatall.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_1_giannisaypietroixcakeeatall.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannihopemarialeave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bmarialeavegiannihope.mp4
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           bl-r 
pietroa ixa cake eat all pe gianni sure � 
‘Gianni is sure that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

In the following sentence, the embedded clause is also articulated 
with a body lean towards the right. pe, which follows the main sub-
ject, is articulated with the same body lean.

 bl-r bl-r
gianni car seize maria pe warn � 
‘Gianni spreads the news that Gianni stole a car.’ 

The choice between sentence initial (with or without pe) and sen-
tence final position is fairly free, as confirmed by the following pairs 
in which the sentence (a) contains a sentence final object clause and 
the sentence (b) contains a sentence initial object clause:
i) Clausal argument of say:

a. gianni say pietroa ixa cake eat all  � 
‘Gianni says that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

 re 
b. pietro cake eat all gianni say � 
‘Gianni says that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

ii) Clausal argument of sure: 

a. gianni sure pietroa ixa cake eat all  � 
‘Gianni is sure that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

 bl-right 
b. pietro cake eat all gianni know sure � 
‘Gianni knows for sure that Pietro ate all the cake.’ 

iii) Clausal argument of see: 

 bl-right 
a. gianni see maria leave � 
‘Gianni saw Maria leaving.’ 

b. maria leave gianni see � 
‘Gianni saw Maria leaving.’ 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_pietroixcakeeatallpegiannisure.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_giannicarseizemariapewarn.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannisaypietroixcakeeatall.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bpietrocakeeatallgiannisay.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannisurepietroixcakeeatall.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bpietrocakeeatallgianniknowsure.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agianniseemarialeave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bmarialeavegiannisee.mp4
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iv) Clausal argument of happy: 

a. gianni happy pietro leave � 
‘Gianni is happy that Pietro left.’ 

 re 
b. pietro leave gianni happy � 
‘Gianni is happy that Pietro left.’ 

v) Clausal argument of complain: 

a. gianni complain train go_away cl(curved open V): ‘get_on’ 
neg_o          
‘Gianni complained that the train left and he could not board it.’ 

b. train go_away cl(curved open V): ‘get_on’ neg_on gianni com-
plain         
‘Gianni complained that the train left and he could not board it.’ 

Non-finite object clauses occupy a different position, though. This is 
shown in the following sentences, in which we can infer that the ob-
ject clause is non-finite because:
i) it cannot contain a tense or aspectual auxiliary and 
ii) the null subject in the object clause is interpretatively depend-

ent (it refers to the main clause subject gianni in the (a) sentence 
and to the main clause indirect object maria in the (b) sentence). 
In both sentences the non-finite object clause appears between 
the matrix subject and the matrix verb, a position in which fi-
nite object clauses do not normally occur.

 re
a. gianni contract put_signature forget � 
‘Gianni forgot to sign the contract.’

 re
b. chef ixa mariaa meat eat forcea � 
‘The cook forced Maria to eat meat.’

However, non-finite object clauses (like finite clauses) can also be 
found in the left periphery of the sentence.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannihappypietroleave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bpietroleavegiannihappy.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannicomplaintraingoawayclcurvedopenvgetonnego.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_btraingoawayclcurvedopenvgetonnegogiannicomplain.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannicontractputsignatureforget.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bchefixmariameateatforce.mp4
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contract put_signature gianni forget � 
‘Gianni forgot to sign the contract.’

If the main verb takes both an indirect object and an object clause, 
the following two orders are attested.

 bl-right
 re

a. gianni pietro persuade leave  � 
‘Gianni convinced Pietro to leave.’ 

 bl-right
b. gianni persuade pietro leave � 
‘Gianni convinced Pietro to leave.’ 

Finally, both finite and non-finite clauses can appear in another type 
of structure. In this structure, the main verb is followed by the sign 
qartichoke and the object clause immediately follows. This structure, 
which is very productive, is illustrated in (a) with a finite object clause 
and in (b) with a non-finite object clause.

 wh  bl-b
a. gianni say qartichoke pietroa cara poss3a seizea   � 
‘Gianni said that someone stole Pietro’s car.’

 wh   bl-b 
b. gianni forget qartichoke contract put_signature �
‘Gianni forgot to sign the contract.’

Although these sentences may seem bi-clausal constructions involv-
ing a question and an answer, they are likely to be special cases of 
subordination, possibly to be related to free relatives [SYNTAX 3.4]. For 
instance, they do not have the same non-manuals and intonation of 
question-answer pairs, as shown by the pair (a) and (b) below, which 
are the question-answer pairs corresponding to (a) and (b) above. 

 bl-left
 wh

a. a: gianni say qartichoke
 bl-right

b: pietroa car poss3a seize  � 
‘What did Gianni say?’ ‘Someone stole Pietro’s car.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_contractputsignaturegianniforget.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannipietropersuadeleave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bgiannipersuadepietroleave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_agiannisayqartichokepietrocarposs3seize.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bgianniforgetqartichokecontractputsignature.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_aagiannisayqartichoke.mp4
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 bl-left
 wh

b. a: gianni forget qartichoke
 bl-right

b: contract put_signature � 
‘What did Gianni forget?’ ‘To sign the contract.’

3.3.2.3 Factivity

No peculiarity of object clauses introduced by factive verbs has been 
identified.

3.3.2.4 Special non-manual markers

A different use of space distinguishes finite and non-finite object 
clauses. If the object clause is finite, it is typically articulated with 
a body lean, as indicated in the examples below (the transition from 
object clause to main clause is signalled by body shift). 

 bl-right
pietro leave gianni happy � 
‘Gianni is happy that Pietro left.’ 

Body lean can (but does not need to) occur on a non-finite clause, as 
confirmed by the following sentence.

contract put_signature gianni forget � 
‘Gianni forgot to sign the contract.’

Finally, whether the sign pe is used or not, eyebrows can be raised on 
the sentence initial object clause. When this happens, the sentence 
initial object clause plausibly sits in a topic position [PRAGMATICS 4.2].

3.3.2.5 Tense and aspectual marking

As expected, aspectual markers can be present in finite object claus-
es. The examples below show the occurrence of done (a) and to_be_
done (b).

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_2_bagianniforgetqartichoke.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_4_pietroleavegiannihappy.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_4_contractputsignaturegianniforget.mp4
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                 re
a. pietro contract put_signature done gianni know �
‘Gianni knows that Pietro signed the contract.’ 

                   re
b. pietro contract put_signature to_be_done gianni know �
‘Gianni knows that Pietro will sign the contract.’ 

3.3.2.6 Anaphoric relations with the main clause arguments

When the object clause is non-finite, its subject must be null and 
its interpretation depends on the subject or the object of the main 
clause, as indicated above. However, the anaphoric relations with 
the main clause arguments are more complex in the presence of role 
shift [SYNTAX 3.3.3].

3.3.2.7 Occurrences of null arguments

The subject of the object clause can be null in finite object clauses 
and must be null in non-finite ones.

3.3.3 Role shift

Role shift is a strategy that may be used in contexts where direct 
speech is used but has a much more general distribution. It is char-
acterized by two general properties. Semantically, the expressions 
that are signed under role shift are somehow interpreted ‘from an-
other person’s perspective’, or ‘with respect to another context’ than 
the context of the actual speech act.

Morpho-syntactically, role shift is overtly marked by some modifica-
tion, which may involve: i) body shift, ii) change in the direction of eye 
gaze, and/or iii) altered facial expressions in order to mark that the sign-
er is adopting somebody else’s perspective. We will distinguish between 
role shift as used to report someone else’s speech or thought (attitude 
role shift), and role shift used to describe physical actions performed by 
someone else (action role shift, also called constructed action).

The following sentence illustrates the occurrence of attitude role-
shift. Two features should be stressed. First, after the main verb the 
signer shifts his body towards the locus associated with the main sub-
ject (‘Gianni’) to indicate that the rest of the utterance should be in-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_5_apietrocontractputsignaturedonegianniknow.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_2_5_bpietrocontractputsignaturetobedonegianniknow.mp4
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terpreted from this person’s perspective. Second, and related to this, 
the first person pronoun ix1 in the embedded subject position does 
not refer to the actual speaker, as is normally the case with indexi-
cal pronouns, but, rather, to the person whose perspective is adopt-
ed (namely ‘Gianni’). 

 rs: Gianni
gianni say ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni said that he would leave soon.’

Other expressions are not evaluated with respect to the context of 
the actual speech act under role shift. Other deictic expressions [PRAG-
MATICS 1.1] do the same. These include expressions like ix(loc)[proximal], 
ix(loc)[distal], today, tomorrow, now, etc. For example, in the following 
sentence tomorrow is evaluated with respect to the moment of Gi-
anni’s utterance, hence the translation. 

 rs: Gianni
yesterday gianni say1 ix1 leave tomorrow  � 
‘Yesterday Gianni told me that he would leave today.’

Attitude role shift somewhat resembles direct speech in spoken lan-
guages in that it is intended to report more or less faithfully the words 
or the mental content of the person whose perspective is adopted. 

Action role shift is not used to report the content of a thought or of 
an utterance, but to describe an action. By using action role shift the 
signer becomes the agent of the action and this is indicated (among 
other things) by body shift towards the position in space associat-
ed with the actual person who performed the action. For example, in 
the following sentence, the verb donate starts being articulated from 
the signer’s body, but, as the signer shifts towards the position asso-
ciated with Gianni, the sentence indicates that the person who per-
formed the action is not the actual speaker, but Gianni.

 re   rs: Gianni
gianni arrive book 1cl(flat open 5): ‘donate_book’2 �
‘When Gianni arrives, he will give you the book as a present.’

However, by using action role shift, the signer does not simply re-
port that someone else performed a given action, but can also indi-
cate how that action was performed. 

In the following sentences, the use of role shift allows the signer 
to show, instead of describing it, the gracious act of Gianni (a) and 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_giannisayix1leavesoon.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_yesterdaygiannisayix1leavetomorrow.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_gianniarrivebookclflatopen5donatebook.mp4
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the angry attitude of the customer (b). The possibility to directly ex-
press how the action is performed, including the body language of 
the protagonist of the action, makes action role shift a very power-
ful narrative device. 

 rs: Gianni
a. gianni house arrive. maria ix1 flower 1cl(closed 5): ‘donate_flower’2
 
‘Gianni arrived. He donated flowers to Maria.’

b. ix1 quiet ix1 see waiter mistake cl(curved open L): ‘drop_dish’ 
 rs: customer
customer cl(curved open L): ‘drop_dish’1 cl(5): ‘food_fall_on’1 
rs: customer
get_angry 1insulte++2 � 
‘While there, I see a waiter making a mistake. He makes a dish 
fall on a customer, who gets dirty. The customer insults the wait-
er angrily.’

Another noticeable property is that, when reporting a dialogue or an 
event involving multiple persons, the signer can role shift into (as-
sume the perspective of) multiple characters. This may happen se-
quentially, as when the signer shifts back and forth between two lo-
ci in the signing space linked to two characters, or simultaneously, 
when, in action role shift, the dominant and non-dominant hands rep-
resent two characters involved in some action.

3.3.3.1 Markers of role shift

Body shift toward the locus of the person whose perspective is adopt-
ed is the main marker of role shift, but this does not need to involve 
shifting of the entire body. Change in the direction of eye gaze and 
head movement may suffice. Change in body posture and altered fa-
cial expressions in order to mark that the signer is adopting some-
body else’s perspective also frequently occur. 

3.3.3.2 Integration of the role-shifted clause into the main clause

There is some evidence that an object clause marked by role shift 
is less integrated into the main clause than the corresponding ob-
ject clause without role shift. This is suggested by the following con-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_agiannihousearrivemariaix1flowerclclosed5donateflower.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_bix1quietix1seewaitermistakeclcurvedopenldropdish.mp4
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trast. In sentence (a) there is no role shift, therefore the third per-
son pronoun ix3 is used to refer to the matrix subject gianni. The 
object clause is fully integrated into the main clause, as shown by 
the fact that the entire sentence can be interpreted as a direct ques-
tion, although the sign what is the object of the embedded clause. 
Sentence (b) is minimally different: as role shift occurs, gianni is re-
ferred to by the pronoun ix1. However, the interpretation in which 
the entire sentence is interrogative is not possible. The sign qartichoke 
can be interpreted only inside the embedded structure, as shown by 
the translation.

 re   wh
a. giannia ixa say ix3a buy qartichoke � 
‘What did Gianni say that he bought?’

 wh
 rs

b. gianni say ix1 buy qartichoke � 
‘Gianni said: “What did I buy?”’

3.3.3.3 Syntactic contexts introducing attitude role shift

Verbs that support attitude role shift include utterance predicates 
(like say) and propositional attitude predicates (like think). The fol-
lowing sentences contain a representative, but not complete, list of 
verbs that can introduce attitude role shift.

       rs
a. giannia ixa think ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni thinks that he will leave soon.’

 rs 
b. gianni doubt ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni doubts that he would leave soon.’

      rs
c. gianni warn ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni warned that he would leave soon.’

      rs 
d. gianni confirm ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni confirmed that he would leave soon.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_2_agianniixsayix3buyqartichoke.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_2_bgiannisayix1buyqartichoke.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_agianniixthinkix1leavesoon.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_bgiannidoubtix1leavesoon.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_cgianniwarnix1leavesoon.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_dgianniconfirmix1leavesoon.mp4
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           rs
e. gianni text ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni said by text message that he would leave soon.’

As shown by the following sentence, attitude role shift can occur in 
an indirect question introduced by an interrogative verb.

 rs
gianni ask++1 ix1 leave soon � 
‘Gianni wonders whether he will leave soon.’

Attitude role shift is not restricted to cases where the subject of the 
main verb is a proper name or an expression denoting a definite in-
dividual, like in the examples above. Provided that spatial anchor-
ing is possible, the subject of the main verb can be a quantification 
[SYNTAX 4.4]. This is shown in the following examples.

 rs
a. ix3pl nobody say ix1 contract put_signature done �
‘Nobody (among them) said that s/he signed the contract.’

     re                  rs
b. somebody ix3pl say ix1 contract put_signature done �
‘Someone (among them) said that he signed the contract.’

                rs
c. all say ix1 contract put_signature done � 
‘Everybody said that s/he signed the contract.’

Role shift is possible also when the subject of the main verb is an in-
terrogative expression, as in the following example.

 re
 rs  wh
ix1 contract put_signature done ix3pl say who � 
‘Who (among them) said that s/he signed the contract?’

3.3.3.4 Special signs introducing action role shift

Attitude role shift is systematically introduced by verbs that report 
a mental attitude or an act of saying, apart from intrinsically neg-
ative verbs like deny that seem to resist role shift. Action role shift 
does not need to be introduced by any special sign.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_egiannitextix1leavesoon.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_gianniaskix1leavesoon.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_aix3plnobodysayix1contractputsignaturedone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_bsomebodyix3plsayix1contractputsignaturedone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_callsayix1contractputsignaturedone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_3_3_3_ix1contractputsignaturedoneix3plsaywho.mp4
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3.3.3.5 Syntactic differences between action role shift and attitude 
role shift

Possible differences of the level of integration into the main clause of 
action and attitude role shift need to be further studied.

3.4 Relative clauses

Relative clauses are subordinate clauses that modify a noun (called 
head of the relative clause). The noun modified by the relative clause 
has a syntactic role both in the main clause and in the relative clause. 
LIS makes a productive use of relative clauses marking them with 
manual [SYNTAX 3.4.2] and non-manual markers [SYNTAX 3.4.6].

3.4.1 Types of relative clause

LIS displays more than one type of relative clauses. It has both what 
we shall call full relative clauses and free relative clauses. 

In LIS full relative clauses, the head noun (always in bold in the ex-
amples) is produced inside the relative clause (always within brack-
ets in the examples) according to its syntactic role. In the following 
example, the head noun child is the subject of the relative clause 
predicate eat, it is marked by specific non-manuals (glossed ‘rel’) 
marking relative clauses in LIS [SYNTAX 3.4.6] and it follows the time 
adverbial yesterday modifying the predicate of the relative clause. 
Time adverbials always mark the beginning of a clause in LIS [SYN-
TAX 2.3.1.2]. The entire relative clause is marked by specific non-man-
uals (glossed ‘rel’). Optionally, the main clause (today stomach_ache 
in the following example) can contain a pronominal sign (ix3) co-ref-
erent with the head noun in the relative clause (co-reference between 
elements in a sentence is signalled in the examples by the presence 
of the same indexing). 

 rel
[yesterday child++a cake eat pea] today (ix3a) stomach_ache 
‘the children that yesterday ate the cake today have stomach 
ache.’

In the example below, the head noun dog is produced inside the rel-
ative clause in object position. 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_1_yesterdaychildcakeeatpetodayix3stomachache.mp4
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 rel
[p-a-o-l-o doga find pea] l-u-c-a CL(flat open 4): ‘wash_dog’  
‘Luca washes the dog that Paolo found.’ 

As opposed to full relative clauses, LIS free relative clauses do not 
display a head noun modified by the relative clause. In its place, the 
relative clause displays a wh-sign phonologically homophonous to 
wh-signs in LIS wh-questions [LEXICON 3.7.5]. The wh-sign is produced 
inside the relative clause and it is marked by the non-manual mark-
ings (rel) spreading over the relative clause.

 rel
[exam done who] go_out be_able � 
‘who has taken the exam can go out.’
(recreated from Branchini 2009, 104) 

3.4.2 Presence or absence of a relativization sign

LIS relative clauses display the presence of manual signs of relativ-
isation. Full relative clauses and free relatives differ for the relativ-
isation sign employed. 

3.4.2.1 List of relativization signs

LIS full relative clauses display a manual sign (glossed pe in the ex-
amples) spatially agreeing with the head noun. The sign pe is pro-
duced with only the index finger extended (configuration G in LIS) in 
the neutral space. During its movement, the wrist twists from a po-
sition of the hand with the palm facing the face of the signer to a po-
sition of the hand whose palm faces the signer’s interlocutor, as il-
lustrated in the video below. During the production of the sign, oral 
components involving the production of a bilabial phoneme such as 
/p/ are produced, hence the gloss pe [LEXICON 3.7.6].

pe � 

When the head noun is an abstract entity or when it is a noun pro-
duced on the body of the signer [LEXICON 3.1], the relativisation sign 
pe agrees with an arbitrary point in the signing space, as shown in 
the example below.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_1_paolodogfindpelucaclflatopen4washdog.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_1_examdonewhogooutbeable.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_2_1_pe.mp4
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 rel
[p-a-o-l-o m-a-r-i-a idea suggest pe] important � 
‘The idea that Paolo suggested to Maria is important.’
(recreated from Branchini 2014, 193)

As already pointed out [SYNTAX 3.4.1], LIS free relatives display the pres-
ence of a wh-sign. However, not all wh-signs are allowed to mark the 
relative clause in LIS free relatives. The table below lists the wh-signs 
permitted or not permitted in this type of construction.

Table 1 Wh-signs allowed in LIS free relatives

 Wh-signs  Availability to mark LIS free relatives 
 who  yes 
 what  no 
 which  yes 
 how  yes 
 how_many  no 
 where  yes 
 when  yes 
 why  yes 

As shown in the table above, all wh-signs except what and how_many 
can be used in LIS free relatives. The examples below exemplify free 
relatives with the different wh-signs available to mark this construc-
tion in LIS.

 rel
a. [exam done who] go_away be_able

‘who has taken the exam can go out.’ 
(Branchini 2009, 104)

 rel
b. [p-a-o-l-o like which] ix1 see done

‘I saw which Paolo likes.’
(Branchini 2009, 105)

 rel
c. [g-i-a-n-n-i3 money 3give1 how] ix1 like not

‘I don’t like how Gianni gives me the money.’
(Branchini 2009, 106)

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_2_1_paolomariaideasuggestpeimportant.mp4
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 rel
d. [sister poss1 holiday go where] beautiful

‘Where my sister went on holiday is beautiful.’
(Branchini 2009, 106)

 rel
e. [train arrive when] ix1 read done

‘I read when the train arrives.’

 rel
f. [p-a-o-l-o leave why] ix1 find_out

‘I found out why Paolo left.’
(Branchini 2009, 106)

3.4.2.1.1 Human/non-human specificity of the relativization sign

LIS full relative clauses do not display a different relativisation sign 
for human/non-human referents represented by the head noun. In 
other words, regardless of the human/non-human feature of the head 
noun, LIS full relative clauses display the same sign pe.

Free relative clauses display wh-signs used for human referents, 
like the wh-sign who, and wh-signs employed for non-human refer-
ents, like the wh-sign what. 

3.4.2.1.2 Singular/plural specificity of the relativization sign

In LIS full relative clauses, the manual relativisation sign pe does not 
inflect for the singular/plural feature of the head noun. Even in the 
presence of a plural referent, the sign pe is invariant in its form. In 
the example below, although the head noun child++ is plural, the 
sign pe agrees with one point in the signing space associated with 
the head noun.

 rel
[child++a win pea] teacher prize give � 
‘The teacher gives the prize to the children who win.’ 
(recreated from Branchini 2014, 192)

As for LIS free relative clauses, wh-signs are specified for the singu-
lar number feature. 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_2_12_childwinpeteacherprizegive.mp4
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3.4.2.2 Position of the relativization sign

In full relative clauses, the sign pe can be produced at the end of the 
relative clause, as in the example (a), or adjacent to the head noun 
following it, as in the example (b).

 rel
a. [child++a win pea] teacher prize give

‘The teacher gives the prize to the children who win.’ 
(Branchini 2014, 192)

 rel
b. [childa pea competition win] teacher prize give

‘The teacher gave a prize to the child who won the competition.’ 
(Branchini 2014, 199)

In free relatives, the wh-sign is always produced at the end of the rel-
ative clause [SYNTAX 3.4.2.1].

 rel
[exam done who] go_away be_able

‘who has taken the exam can go out.’
(Branchini 2009, 104) 

3.4.2.3 Optionality or obligatoriness of the relativization sign

In LIS full relative clauses, the presence of the relativisation sign pe 
is optional, as shown in the relative clause below where the relativ-
isation sign is absent.

 rel
[child win] teacher prize give

‘the teacher gives the prize to the child who wins.’  

In LIS free relative clauses, the presence of the wh-sign is obligatory.

3.4.3 Position of the noun phrase with the relative clause  
within the matrix clause

In LIS full relative clauses, the relative clause (including the head 
noun) precedes the main clause regardless of the syntactic role of 
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the head noun in the main clause. In the examples below, the head 
noun child is the subject of the main clause predicate fall-down in 
(a); and the indirect object of the main clause predicate give in (b). In 
both sentences, the relative clause precedes the main clause.

 rel
a. [childa fotball play pea] yesterday tree cl(v): ‘fall_down’
‘The child who plays football yesterday fell off a tree.’ 

 rel
b. [childa football play pea] yesterday a-n-n-ab ball new 
bcl(unspread curved open 5): ‘give_ball’a done

‘Yesterday Anna gave a new ball to the child who plays football.’

In LIS free relatives, the relative clause always precedes the main 
clause, regardless of the syntactic role of the wh-sign in the main 
clause. In the example (a) below, the wh-sign who is the subject of 
the main clause predicate exit, while in (b) the wh-sign which is the 
object of the main clause predicate see. In both sentences, the rela-
tive clause precedes the main clause.

 rel
a. [exam done who] go_away be_able

‘who has taken the exam can go out.
(Branchini 2009, 104)

 rel
b. [p-a-o-l-o like which] ix1 see done

‘I saw which Paolo likes.’
(Branchini 2009, 105)

3.4.4 Subject vs. object relativization

LIS relative clauses do not show a different relativisation pattern with 
respect to the syntactic role of the head noun in the relative clause. 

Manual and non-manual markers of relativisation do not change 
depending on the syntactic role of the head noun with the respect to 
the relative clause predicate (subject, object or adjunct).
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3.4.5 Displacement of relative clauses 

3.4.6 Special non-manual marking

LIS displays a combination of obligatory non-manuals specifically 
marking the relative clause. Their distribution in the relative clause 
differs in the two syntactic types identified above: full relative claus-
es and free relative clauses.

3.4.6.1 List of non-manual markers

The non-manuals marking LIS full relative clauses are: raised eye-
brows, squint eyes, and a forward head nod.

Figure 1 Non-manual marking of LIS full relative clauses

Free relative clauses are marked by the following non-manual mark-
ings: raised eyebrows and squint eyes.

Figure 2 Non-manual marking of LIS free relative clauses
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3.4.6.2 The spreading domain of each non-manual marker

In full relative clauses, the non-manual markings raised eyebrows and 
squint eyes (glossed ‘rel’ in the examples) may spread over the entire 
relative clause reaching their maximal intensity over the sign pe, when 
the latter is produced at the end of the relative clause (a), or over the 
last sign of the relative clause when the sign pe is not produced (b). 

 rel
a. [child++ win pe] teacher prize give

‘the teacher gives the prize to the children who win.’
(Branchini 2014, 192)

 rel
b. [child win] teacher prize give � 
‘the teacher gives the prize to the child who wins.’

Alternatively, raised eyebrows and squint eyes can be produced on-
ly over pe.

 hn
 rel
[child win pe] teacher prize give � 
‘The teacher gives the prize to the child who wins.’

The non-manual marking head nod is produced over the sign pe (ei-
ther when it is produced at the end of the relative clause, as in the 
example above, or next to the head noun, as in the example below). 
A signing pause, an optional eye blink, and a head nod mark the end 
of the relative clause and the beginning of the main clause.

Spreading of raised eyebrows and squint eyes over the entire rel-
ative clause is obligatory when the sign pe is produced next to the 
head noun, as in the example below.

 eb
  hn hn
            rel
[childa pea competition win] teacher prize give � 
‘The teacher gave a prize to the child who won the competition.’ 
(recreated from Branchini 2014, 199)

In free relatives, the non-manual markings raised eyebrows and 
squint eyes (glossed ‘rel’ in the examples) obligatorily spread over 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_6_2_bchildwinteacherprizegive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_6_2_childwinpeteacherprizegive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_6_2_childpecompetitionwinteacherprizegive.mp4
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the entire relative clause. A signing pause and eye blink mark the end 
of the relative clause and the beginning of the main clause.

  eb
 rel
[exam done who] today relax

‘Who has taken the exam today is relaxed.’
(Branchini 2009, 104)

3.4.7 Restrictive vs. non-restrictive relative clauses

LIS distinguishes between restrictive and non-restrictive relative 
clauses.

Typically, restrictive relative clauses provide information which is 
crucial in identifying the referent head noun, which is non-specific, 
as in the sentence: ‘The woman who speaks French works in the Ital-
ian Embassy’. On the other hand, non-restrictive relative clauses pro-
vide additional information on an already specified referent, as in the 
sentence: ‘Laura, who speaks French, works in the Italian Embassy’.

While in LIS restrictive relative clauses the head is inside the rel-
ative clause, in LIS non-restrictive relative clauses the head is always 
produced outside the relative clause. More precisely, the head imme-
diately precedes the relative clause. 

While LIS restrictive full relative clauses typically display the rel-
ativisation sign pe, non-restrictive relative clauses cannot. Moreover, 
non-restrictive relative clauses are not marked by the ‘rel’ non-man-
ual markings described for restrictive relative clauses [SYNTAX 3.4.6.1]. 
The non-manuals marking non-restrictive relative clauses are: an eye 
blink, head nod, and a signing pause at the beginning and end of the 
non-restrictive relative clause. The example below illustrates a non-
restrictive relative clause in LIS.

 hn hn
 eb eb
maria [last^year medicine new find_out] prize win �
‘Maria, who discovered a new medicine last year, won the prize.’ 
(recreated from Branchini, 2017)

As shown in the example above, the head noun maria precedes the 
time adverbial last^year. As time adverbs sit at the beginning 
of the clause, this shows that the head is external to the relative 
clause. 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_4_7_marialastyearmedicinenewfindoutprizewin.mp4
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Furthermore, while the head of a restrictive relative clause must 
be an indefinite noun, the head of a non-restrictive relative clause 
can be a definite referent: a proper name (a), a pronominal sign (b), 
a definite description (c).

 hn hn
 eb eb
a. maria [city rome know not] arrive late

‘maria, who doesn’t know the city of Rome, arrives late.’

 hn  hn
 eb  eb
b. ix3   [spider fear] housea poss1 countryside visita never

‘He, who is afraid of spiders, never visits my house in the coun-
tryside.’

 hn hn
 eb eb
c. boyfriend poss3 [city rome know not] arrive late

‘Her boyfriend, who doesn’t know the city of Rome, arrives late.’ 
(Branchini 2014, 231)

3.5 Adverbial clauses

An adverbial clause is part of a complex sentence. Although it is sen-
tential in form, its function is adverbial. In this section, we will de-
scribe adverbial clauses expressing condition of the main event [SYN-
TAX 3.5.1], time [SYNTAX 3.5.2], location [SYNTAX 3.5.3] manner [SYNTAX 3.5.4], 
reason [SYNTAX 3.5.5], purpose [SYNTAX 3.5.6], and concession [SYNTAX 3.5.7].

3.5.1 Conditional clauses

A conditional sentence is composed of two clauses: the antecedent 
clause expressing a condition, and the consequent clause. The ante-
cedent clause is syntactically dependent on the consequent clause. 

Semantically, conditional clauses may be distinguished into i) fac-
tual conditionals, ii) counterfactual conditionals, iii) concessive con-
ditionals, and iv) non-predictive/peripheral conditionals. In the fol-
lowing sections, each type of conditional clause, and also other less 
standard conditional sentences, will be described in detail.
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3.5.1.1 The role of non-manual markers in conditional sentences

Inside conditional sentences, the following non-manual markers 
(glossed ‘cond’) are obligatory found: raised eyebrows, head and body 
movement, eye blink, and signing pause. Their occurrence and dis-
tribution in the different types of conditional clauses will be illus-
trated below.

3.5.1.2 Factual conditionals

In factual conditionals, the condition expressed by the antecedent 
(subordinate) clause is realistic and possible. The following example 
is a factual conditional clause in LIS.

 cond
a-n-n-a station arrive late train miss � 
‘If Anna arrives late at the train station, she will miss the train.’

3.5.1.2.1 Non-manual markers and their properties in factual 
clauses

The obligatory non-manual markers used to mark the antecedent 
clause in factual conditional clauses are: raised eyebrows (re), chin 
down (cd) at the end of the antecedent clause, a signing pause and 
eye blink between the antecedent and the consequent clause and, 
optionally, body lean forward (bl-f) over the antecedent clause. The 
consequent clause is not marked by specific non-manual markers. 

The following example shows the alignment and spreading of the 
non-manual marking in a factual conditional clause.

cd
 bl-f
 re
protest continue_va_va politician police meet � 
‘If the protest continues, the politicians will meet the police.’ 

The non-manual markers used in factual conditional clauses are very 
similar to those used in temporal clauses [SYNTAX 3.5.2.4]. For this rea-
son, in the absence of manual markers, a sentence like the one be-
low might be ambiguous between a factual conditional clause and a 
temporal clause.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_2_annastationarrivelatetrainmiss.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_21_protestcontinuevavapoliticianpolicemeet.mp4
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 cd
 bl-f
 re
outside rain play impossible_no_way � 
‘If it rains, it is impossible to play.’
‘When it rains, it is impossible to play.’ 

3.5.1.2.2 Manual conditional signs in factual conditionals

Different manual signs are available to mark factual conditionals. The 
following list is not exhaustive of the variants used on the national ter-
ritory. The more commonly used are the sign glossed if(1) produced 
either as a one-handed or two-handed sign (a-b), the sign glossed if(2) 
(c), the sign glossed if(3), a variant from the northern-east city of Tri-
este (d), the sign glossed if(4), a variant from the city of Turin (e), the 
sign glossed in_case (f), and the sign glossed occasion (g). 

   

a. if(1) (one-handed sign)

 

b. if(1) (two-handed sign)

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_21_outsiderainplayimpossiblenoway.mp4
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c. if(2)      
 

d. if(3) (Trieste)
 

e.  if(4) (Turin) 

 

f. in_case
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g.  occasion

Manual markers are optional. When present, they occur at the begin-
ning of the antecedent clause and they co-occur with the obligatory non-
manual markers spreading over the antecedent clause, as shown below.

 cd
 re
if rain go_out not � 
‘If it rains, I don’t go out.’ 

When the manual marker is absent, the obligatory non-manual mark-
ers alone are able to mark the sentence as a conditional clause.

3.5.1.2.3 Order of the components of the factual conditional 
clause

The antecedent clause always precedes the consequent clause. 

 cond
tomorrow rain theatre cancel  � 
‘If it rains tomorrow, the performance will be cancelled.’

3.5.1.3 Counterfactual conditionals

In counterfactual conditionals, the event described in the anteced-
ent clause is unrealistic, very unlikely, or impossible. The following 
example is a counterfactual conditional clause.

 cond
laraa childb ascoldb ix3b arm break not � 
‘If Lara had scolded the child, he wouldn’t have broken his/her arm.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_22_ifraingooutnot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_23_tomorrowraintheatrecancel.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_3_larachildscoldix3armbreaknot.mp4
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3.5.1.3.1 Non-manual markers and their properties  
in counterfactual conditionals

The non-manuals marking counterfactual conditionals are the same 
used in factual conditionals: raised eyebrows (re), chin down (cd) at 
the end of the antecedent clause, a signing pause and eye blink be-
tween the antecedent and the consequent clause and, optionally, body 
lean forward (bl-f) over the antecedent clause. They only mark the 
antecedent clause. As in factual conditional clauses, the consequent 
clause is not marked by specific non-manual markers. 

The example below shows the occurrence and spreading of non-
manual markers in counterfactual conditional clauses.

 cd
 bl-f

 re
ix1 president france presidenta ixa japan ix1 1meeta �
‘If I were the French president, I would meet the Japanese pres-
ident.’ 

3.5.1.3.2 Manual conditional signs in counterfactual conditionals

Optionally, the same manual signs used in factual conditional claus-
es may be employed in counterfactual conditional clauses [SYNTAX 
3.5.1.2.2]. When this happens, the obligatory non-manuals marking the 
antecedent clause are also produced. When the manual marker is ab-
sent, the obligatory non-manual markers alone are able to mark the 
sentence as a conditional clause.

3.5.1.3.3 Order of the components of the counterfactual 
conditional clause

As in factual conditional clauses, the antecedent clause always pre-
cedes the consequent clause in counterfactual conditionals.

 cond
l-u-c-aa ix3a smoke quit live continue � 
‘If Luca had quitted smoking, he would have lived longer.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_31_ix1presidentfrancepresidentixjapanix1meet.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_33_lucaix3smokequitlivecontinue.mp4
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3.5.1.4 Concessive conditionals

Conditional concessive clauses, typically introduced by ‘even if’ in 
English, are a construction in which the truth of the proposition ex-
pressed by the antecedent clause does not affect the truth of the prop-
osition expressed by the consequent clause. An example of a conces-
sive conditional clause in LIS is provided below.

 cond
ring 3donate1 ix1 same accept not � 
‘Even if s/he gave me a ring, I wouldn’t accept it.’

Concessive conditionals have the same structure of concessive claus-
es [SYNTAX 3.5.7].

3.5.1.4.1 Non-manual markers and their properties in concessive 
clauses

The non-manual markers used to mark concessive conditional claus-
es are the same employed in factual and counterfactual conditional 
clauses: raised eyebrows (re), chin down (cd) at the end of the ante-
cedent clause, a signing pause and eye blink between the anteced-
ent and the consequent clause and, optionally, body lean forward (bl-
f) over the antecedent clause.

 bl-f
 cd

 re
america trip 3donate1 ix1 same_before ix1 go not � 
‘Even if they donated me a trip to America, I wouldn’t go.’ 

3.5.1.4.2 Manual conditional signs in concessive conditionals

The same manual markers used in the antecedent of factual and coun-
terfactual conditional clauses may be optionally employed to mark the 
antecedent of concessive conditional clauses [SYNTAX 3.5.1.2.2]. In addi-
tion to them, the concessive interpretation is obtained through the 
obligatory use of the manual markers illustrated below: same (a) and 
same_before (b). Other synonyms of these signs may also be employed.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_4_ringdonateix1sameacceptnot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_41_americatripdonateix1samebeforeix1gonot.mp4
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a. same

b. same_before 

The manual markers same and same_before are produced in the con-
sequent clause, either before or after the subject.

 cond
libia ix(loc) trip 3donate1 ix1 same go not � 
‘Even if s/he donated me a trip to Libia, I wouldn’t go.’ 

In the presence of the optional manual marker occurring in the an-
tecedent clause, the obligatory non-manuals marking the antecedent 
clause are also produced. When the manual marker in the anteced-
ent clause is absent, the obligatory non-manual markers alone are 
able to mark the sentence as a conditional clause.

3.5.1.4.3 Order of the components of the concessive conditional 
clause

As in factual and counterfactual conditional clauses, in concessive con-
ditionals the antecedent clause must precede the consequent clause.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_42_libiaixloctripdonateix1samegonot.mp4
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3.5.1.5 Non-predictive/peripheral conditionals

Non-predicative/peripheral conditionals have the superficial form of 
conditional clauses. However, the antecedent clause does not spec-
ify any condition.

 cond
boyfriend come meaning ix3 angry anymore � 
‘If your boyfriend comes, it means he’s not angry anymore.’

3.5.1.5.1 Non-manual markers and their properties  
in non-predictive/peripheral conditionals

The non-manual markers of predictive/peripheral conditionals are 
the same of factual, counterfactual, and concessive conditional claus-
es: raised eyebrows (re), chin down (cd) at the end of the antecedent 
clause, a signing pause and eye blink between the antecedent and 
the consequent clause and, optionally, body lean forward (bl-f) over 
the antecedent clause.

 cd
 bl-f

 re
ix3 3invite1 ix3 angry anymore � 
‘If I invite him, he won’t be angry anymore.’ 

Since raised eyebrows and chin down also mark polar questions, the 
lack of a condition linking the antecedent to the consequent clause, 
as well as the lack of manual conditional markers, might induce am-
biguity in its interpretation between a non-predictive conditional 
clause and a polar interrogative [SYNTAX 1.2.1] followed by a declara-
tive clause [SYNTAX 1.1], as in the following example.

 cd
 re
hunger ix2 eat palm_up be_able palm_up � 
‘If you are hungry, you can eat.’
‘Are you hungry? You can eat.’ 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_5_boyfriendcomemeaningix3angryanymore.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_51_ix3inviteix3angryanymore.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_51_hungerix2eatpalmupbeablepalmup.mp4
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3.5.1.5.2 Manual conditional signs in non-predictive/peripheral 
conditionals

The same manual markers used in the antecedent of factual, coun-
terfactual, and concessive conditional clauses may be optionally em-
ployed to mark the antecedent of non-predictive/peripheral condi-
tional clauses.

In the presence of the optional manual marker, the obligatory non-
manuals marking the antecedent clause are also produced. When the 
manual marker is absent, the obligatory non-manual markers alone 
are able to mark the sentence as a conditional clause.

3.5.1.5.3 Order of the components of the non-predictive/peripheral 
conditional clause

As in factual, counterfactual, and concessive conditional clauses, in 
non-predictive/peripheral conditionals, the antecedent clause must 
precede the consequent clause:

 cond
anna call3 please warn3 time punctual � 
‘If you call Anna, please warn her to be on time.’

3.5.1.6 Other conditional constructions

LIS has a construction called Imperative and Declarative (IaD) [SYN-
TAX 1.3.9] expressing the possibility of an event, which differs in form, 
but not in meaning, from a conditional clause. The Declarative and 
Imperative is so called as it is a bi-clausal construction composed of 
an imperative clause [SYNTAX 1.3] followed by a declarative clause [SYN-
TAX 1.1]. It is marked by the following non-manual markers obligatori-
ly spreading over the imperative clause: squint eyes (sq), raised eye-
brows (re), and chin down (cd).

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_53_annacallpleasewarntimepunctual.mp4
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 cd
 re

 sq
behave bad palm_up cinema go not � 
‘Behave bad and you will not go to the cinema.’ 

3.5.2 Temporal clauses

Temporal clauses are adverbial clauses indicating a temporal relation 
between the event described in the main clause and the event taking 
place in the subordinate clause. The temporal relation may be of sim-
ultaneity (if the two events are simultaneous), anteriority (if the event 
of the subordinate clause takes place before the event described in 
the main clause), or posteriority (if the subordinate clause describes 
an event that takes place after the event of the main clause).

3.5.2.1 Internal structure of temporal clauses

Temporal simultaneity between the subordinate clause and the main 
clause is expressed either i) by juxtaposing the two clauses, or ii) 
through the optional use of a manual marker. When the two clauses 
are juxtaposed, the subordinate clause is marked with non-manual 
markers: raised eyebrows (re), chin down (cd), a signing pause, and, 
optionally, eye blinking between the two clauses.

cd
 re
ix2 2text1 ix1 drive � 
‘When you sent me the text message, I was driving.’ 

Sometimes, beside the non-manuals marking the subordinate clause 
described above, a manual marker, glossed moment in the following 
example, may be produced.

 cd
 re
2text1 moment ix1 shower � 
‘When you sent me the text message, I was taking a shower.’ 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_1_6_behavebadpalmupcinemagonot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_ix2textix1drive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_textmomentix1shower.mp4
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Anteriority of the event in the subordinate clause may be expressed 
by the same non-manual markers used to mark simultaneity, and no 
manual markers.

cd
 re
l-u-c-a go_away a-n-n-a cry � 
‘After Luca left, Anna cried.’ 

Alternatively, anteriority may be expressed through the employment 
of the manual marker glossed after and the same non-manual mark-
ers used to mark simultaneity spreading over the subordinate clause.

cd
 re
teacher go_away after child++ confusion � 
‘After the teacher left, the children moved around chaotically.’ 

Another option is to produce the manual sign done [LEXICON 3.3.1] af-
ter the subordinate clause predicate, and the non-manual markers 
spreading over the subordinate clause.

cd
 re
luca vase break done ix1 arrive � 
‘I arrived after Luca broke the vase.’ 

Posteriority of the event in the subordinate clause may be expressed 
through the use of a manual marker occurring in the main clause, as 
the sign glossed before in the example below, together with the same 
non-manual markers used in simultaneity and anteriority spreading 
over the subordinate clause.

cd
 re
alarm thief ix before go_away � 
‘The thief left before the alarm went on.’ 

Another way to express posteriority is through the use of the manu-
al sign done [LEXICON 3.3.1] produced after the main clause predicate 
together with the same non-manuals marking simultaneity and an-
teriority spreading over the subordinate clause.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_lucagoawayannacry.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_teachergoawayafterchildconfusion.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_lucavasebreakdoneix1arrive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_alarmthiefixbeforegoaway.mp4
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cd
 re
ix1 arrive lucaa ixa vase break done � 
‘Luca broke the vase before I arrived.’ 

3.5.2.2 Manual signs marking subordination in temporal clauses

Different manual signs may be used to express simultaneity: when 
(a), moment (b), exactly (c), and the phrases time now pe (d) and time 
now identical (e) (or time identical now). 

a. when 
 

b. moment

c. exactly

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_1_ix1arrivelucaixvasebreakdone.mp4
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d. time now pe

   

e. time now identical

Note that these manual signs are optional. While the manual sign 
when is produced at the beginning of the subordinate clause, the oth-
er signs are produced at the beginning of the main clause. Each man-
ual sign is shown below with an example containing it.

cd
 re

a. when ix1 padua arrive ix1 1text2 � 
‘When I arrive in Padua, I will send you a message.’ 

cd
  re

b. 2text1 moment ix1 shower � 
‘When you sent me the text message, I was taking a shower.’ 

cd
 re

c. 3text1 exactly ix1 shower � 
‘When s/he sent me the text message, I was taking a shower.’ 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_awhenix1paduaarriveix1text.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_btextmomentix1shower.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_ctextexactlyix1shower.mp4
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cd
 re

d. ix2 2text1 ix1 time now pe drive � 
‘When you sent me the text message, I was driving.’

 cd
 re

e. 3text1 time identical now ix1 drive � 
‘When s/he sent me the text message, I was driving.’ 

The optional manual sign expressing anteriority is the sign after.
 

after

When produced, it appears at the beginning of the main clause. 

cd
 re
luca go_away after anna cry � 
‘After Luca left, Anna cried.’

LIS displays different manual signs that may be optionally used to 
express posteriority:

before (a), earlier (b), not_yet (c). The phrase already before (d) 
can also be used. 

  

a. before

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_dix2textix1timenowpedrive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_etexttimeidenticalnowix1drive.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_lucagoawayafterannacry.mp4
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b. earlier  
 

c. not_yet

 

d. already  before

Each manual sign is shown below together with an example contain-
ing it.

cd
 re

a. ix2 arrive ix1pl before eat done � 
‘We ate before you arrived.’ 

cd
 re

b. ix2 arrive ix1pl earlier eat done � 
 ‘We ate before you arrived.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_aix2arriveix1plbeforeeatdone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_bix2arriveix1plearliereatdone.mp4
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cd
 re

c. alarm not_yet ixa thiefa go_away � 
 ‘The thief left before the alarm went on.’ 

cd
 re

d. bank close a-n-n-a money take already before �
‘Anna withdrew the money before the bank closed.’ 

Of these, the manual sign not_yet is the only one occurring inside 
the subordinate clause, at the end of it. All other signs are produced 
in the main clause, with some flexibility with respect to their posi-
tion: the sign before can be produced either at the beginning or end 
of the main clause, or before the main clause predicate. The manu-
al sign already before can be produced either at the end of the main 
clause, or be separated by other signs within the main clause predi-
cate, as can be observed below.

cd
 re
ix1 cinema arrive girlfriend already ticket buy before

‘When I arrived at the cinema, my girlfriend had already bought 
the tickets.’

The sign earlier can be produced before the main clause predicate, 
or at the beginning of the main clause. 

3.5.2.3 Other markers of subordination in temporal clauses  

3.5.2.4 Non-manual markers in temporal clauses

The same non-manual markers are used to express all types of tem-
poral relations (simultaneity, anteriority, and posteriority). They are 
composed of: raised eyebrows (re) spreading over the subordinate 
clause, chin down (cd) occurring at the end of the subordinate clause, 
a signing pause at the end of the subordinate clause and, optionally, 
eye blink between the two clauses. These non-manual markings are 
obligatory, but they are not unique to this construction, they are rath-
er employed in different types of constructions in LIS. For example, 
they also mark conditional clauses [SYNTAX 3.5.1] and in the absence of 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_calarmnotyetixthiefgoaway.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_2_dbankcloseannamoneytakealreadybefore.mp4
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manual signs, a sentence might be ambiguous between a simultane-
ous temporal clause and a conditional clause.

cd
 re
outside rain play impossible_no_way � 
‘When it rains outside, it is impossible to play.’
‘If it rains outside, it is impossible to play.’ 

3.5.2.5 Position of the temporal clause with respect to the main 
clause

The subordinate clause always precedes the main clause in all types 
of temporal clauses. The manual sign specifying the temporal relation 
between the two clauses typically sits in the main clause.

3.5.2.6 Simultaneous expression of the main event  
and the adverbial clause

To be developed.

3.5.3 Locative clauses

Locative clauses are dependent clauses specifying the location where 
the event predicated of in the main clause takes place. An example of 
a locative clause (within squared brackets) in English is the follow-
ing: ‘John has hidden his book [where the dog sleeps]’.

LIS expresses locative clauses through the use of relative claus-
es [SYNTAX 3.4].

3.5.3.1 Internal structure of locative clauses

Locative clauses in LIS take the form of a relative clause [SYNTAX 3.4]. 
The locative clause may contain a head noun, as house in (a), or 

a more generic sign expressing location, as area in (b). The relativi-
sation sign pe may be optionally produced at the end of the locative 
clause (b) or next to the head noun (a). Its presence is, however, not 
compulsory, as shown in (c).

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_2_4_outsiderainplayimpossiblenoway.mp4
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 rel
a. past ix(loc) house pe father live ix(loc) now parking_lot 
‘The house where my father used to live is now a parking lot.’

 rel
b. football child++ play area pe cl(4): ‘grass_grow’ any-
more                        
‘The grass doesn’t grow anymore where the children play football.’

 rel
c. past father^mother ix house live ix(loc) now parking_lot 
‘In the place where my parents used to live, now there is a park-
ing lot.’

Another way to express locative clauses in LIS is through a free rel-
ative clause [SYNTAX 3.4], that is, a relative clause that, instead of dis-
playing a head noun and the sign pe, employs a wh-element, like the 
sign where in the example below.

 rel
past ix1 play where now cinema � 
‘Where I used to play there is now a cinema.’

3.5.3.2 Manual signs marking subordination in locative clauses

As already pointed out, the same manual signs employed in relative 
clauses may be used to mark the subordinate clause of locative claus-
es. These are the sign pe optionally produced either at the end of the 
sentence-initial locative clause or after the head noun.

Another manual marker used in locative clauses is the sign where 
produced at the end of the subordinate clause.

3.5.3.3 Other markers of subordination in locative clauses
To be developed.

3.5.3.4 Non-manual markers in locative clauses

The locative clause is marked by the same non-manuals marking rel-
ative clauses, namely, squint eyes (sq), raised eyebrows (re) eyeblink 
(eb) and head nod (hn). 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_1_apastixlochousepefatherliveixlocnowparkinglot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_1_bfootballchildplayareapecl4grassgrowanymore.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_1_cpastfathermotherixhouseliveixlocnowparkinglot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_1_pastix1playwherenowcinema.mp4
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The spreading domain and obligatoriness of the different non-man-
ual markings differ. While the non-manual marker squint eyes obliga-
tory spreads over the entire locative clause, the non-manual marking 
raised eyebrows appears to be optionally produced. When present, 
it may spread i) only over the sign pe when it surfaces at the end of 
the locative clause (in full relatives), as in sentence (a) below, ii) on-
ly over the wh-sign (in free relatives), as in sentence (b) below, or iii) 
over the entire locative clause, as shown in sentence (c) below. In 
the absence of the sign pe in full relatives, the non-manual marking 
raised eyebrows may be substituted by repeated head nods produced 
at the end of the locative clause (d). Finally, a head nod and an eye-
blink separates the locative clause from the main clause. The follow-
ing sentences reproduce the spreading domain of the different non-
manuals marking locative clauses in LIS.

 hn
 re

 sq eb
a. yesterday ix1+2 meet area pe left shop shoemaker exist 
‘there is a shoemaker shop near the place where we met yesterday.’

 hn
 re

 sq eb
b. past ix1 play where now cinema � 
‘Where I used to play there is now a cinema.’

 hn
 re
  sq eb

c. ix1 eat done point pe ix1 computer forget ix1 � 
‘i forgot the computer where I ate.’

hn hn
 sq eb

d. past father^mother ix house live ix(loc) now 
 parking_lot 
‘Near the house where my parents used to live there is now a 
parking lot.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_4_ayesterdayix12meetareapeleftshopshoemakerexist.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_4_bpastix1playwherenowcinema.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_4_cix1eatdonepointpeix1computerforgetix1.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_4_dpastfathermotherixhouseliveixlocnowparkinglot.mp4
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3.5.3.5 Position of the locative clause with respect to the main 
clause

As a general rule, the locative clause precedes the main clause. How-
ever, we should report the possibility of topicalizing the main clause 
at the left periphery of the locative clause.

 re  sq
computer ix1 forget point pe past ix1 eat done � 
‘I forgot the computer where I ate.’

3.5.3.6 Simultaneous expression of the main event  
and the adverbial clause  

To be developed.

3.5.4 Manner clauses

Manner clauses are dependent clauses expressing the way in which 
the event in the main clause is realized. An example of a manner 
clause (within squared brackets) in English is the following: ‘Car-
la sewed the trousers [as her mother taught her]’. In this sentence, 
the sentence-final manner clause, which is introduced by the subor-
dinating morpheme ‘as’, clarifies the way in which Carla carried out 
the event of sewing.

3.5.4.1 Internal structure of manner clauses

Manner meaning in LIS can be expressed by two different struc-
tures. They may be dependent clauses in the form of a free relative 
clause [SYNTAX 3.4]. As such, they are dependent on a main clause and 
they contain the wh-element how surfacing at the end of the manner 
clause, but no head noun, as in the sentence below.

 rel
ix2 2explain1 how rice ix1 cook done � 
‘I cooked the rice the way you explained to me.’

A manner meaning can also be expressed by an adverbial depend-
ent clause introduced by a subordinating sign, as the sign identical 
in the sentence below.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_3_5_computerix1forgetpointpepastix1eatdone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_1_ix2explainhowriceix1cookdone.mp4
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ix2 house build identical time past � 
‘You built the house as they used to do in the past.’

3.5.4.2 Manual signs marking subordination in manner clauses

Manner clauses are marked by the subordinating wh-morpheme how 
obligatorily produced at the end of the manner clause when they have 
the structure of a free relative clause (a). They are introduced by a 
subordinating manual sign, such as identical (b), pe (c) or as_if (d), 
when they are adverbial dependent clauses.

 rel
a. ix2 2explain1 how rice ix1 cook done � 
‘I cooked the rice the way you explained to me.’

b. ix2 house build identical time past � 
‘You built the house as they used to do in the past.’

c. carlaa ixa sew ixa pe past mother teach3a � 
‘Carla sews as her mother taught her to.’

d. ix3 behave as_if house poss(g)3 � 
‘He behaves as if the house was his own.’

3.5.4.3 Other markers of subordination in manner clauses
To be developed.

3.5.4.4 Non-manual markers in manner clauses

Non-manual markers are only present when the manner meaning is 
expressed by free relative clauses. In these sentences, the non-man-
uals are the same marking free relative clauses, namely, squint eyes 
(sq), raised eyebrows (re), head nod (hn) and eye blink (eb). 

The non-manual marking squint eyes is obligatorily produced over 
the entire manner clause, raised eyebrows is optionally produced 
over the sign how. The non-manuals head nod and eyeblink are ob-
ligatorily produced at the end of the manner clause and before the 
main clause.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_1_ix2housebuildidenticaltimepast.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_2_aix2explainhowriceix1cookdone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_2_bix2housebuildidenticaltimepast.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_2_ccarlaixsewixpepastmotherteach.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_2_dix3behaveasifhousepossg3.mp4
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 eb
 hn
 sq
ix2 explain how rice ix1 cook done � 
‘I cooked the rice the way you explained to me.’

3.5.4.5 Position of the manner clause with respect  
to the main clause

When the manner meaning is expressed by a free relative clause, this 
obligatorily precedes the main clause (a). When the manner mean-
ing is expressed by a simple adverbial clause, this follows the main 
clause (b). 

 rel
a. ix2 explain how rice ix1 cook done � 
‘I cooked the rice the way you explained to me.’

b. ix3 3speak1++ ix1 identical ix1 child � 
‘He speaks to me as if I was a child.’

3.5.4.6 Simultaneous expression of the main event  
and the adverbial clause

To be developed.

3.5.5 Reason clauses

Reason clauses (also called causal clauses) are subordinate claus-
es that typically give a reason for the event expressed in the main 
clause, as in the following sentence: ‘I called you because I missed 
you’. Here, the reason clause is introduced by ‘because’.

The reason clause may also provide the reason for the belief the 
speaker has towards the event expressed in the main clause. For ex-
ample, by uttering the sentence ‘It (must have) snowed, since the 
street is white’, the speaker does not assert that the reason of snow-
ing is the whiteness of the street, but (s)he is inferring that it snowed 
from the fact that the street is white.

Reason clauses have something in common with purposes clauses 
[SYNTAX 3.5.6], since they both express some sort of explanation for the 
event expressed in the main clause. This is why in some languages, 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_4_ix2explainhowriceix1cookdone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_5_aix2explainhowriceix1cookdone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_4_5_bix3speakix1identicalix1child.mp4
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including Italian (but not LIS), they can be introduced by the same 
marker (perché ‘so that’, ‘because’). 

(i) Ti ho chiamato perché andassi in banca
(I) you have called so-that (you) go(SUBJ) to bank
‘I called you so that you would go to the bank.’ 

(ii) Ti ho chiamato perché eri andato in banca
(I) you have called because (you) had gone to bank
‘I called you because you had gone to the bank.’ 

Sentence (i) expresses the purpose of the event of calling and the 
verb in the purpose clause is subjunctive. Sentence (ii) expresses the 
reason that triggered the event of calling and the verb in the reason 
clause is indicative. Notice that in sentence (i) the event expressed 
in the purpose clause (going to the bank) is unrealized at the time of 
the main event (the calling), whereas the event in the reason clause 
is realized in (ii). This suggests a way to distinguish the two types of 
clauses: the event expressed by the purpose clause cannot precede 
the event in the main clause, while this restriction does not apply to 
reason clauses.

Still, in Italian there can be cases where the same clause can be 
interpreted either as a reason clause or as a purpose clause. This 
happens in the following sentence where the non-finite clause can 
express either the reason why someone went to the store or the pur-
pose of the visit to the store.

È andato al supermercato per fare la spesa
(he) is gone to.the store to-do the shopping
‘He went to the store to do shopping’
‘He went to the store because he wanted to do shopping’

3.5.5.1 Internal structure of reason clauses

Reason clauses in LIS are introduced by the sign glossed reason, as 
in the following sentence.

gianni car drive cl(closed 5): ‘car_bump_and_stop’ reason fuel 
exhaust         
‘Gianni was driving, his car bumped and stopped because there 
was no fuel left.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_1_giannicardriveclclosed5carbumpandstopreasonfuelexhaust.mp4
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Reason clauses have the make-up of finite declarative clauses, as 
shown by the fact that the verb can be inflected. For example, in the 
following reason clause the verb snow is reduplicated to indicate con-
tinuative aspect.

tram arrive late reason snow++ cl(5): ‘snow_accumulate’ 
‘The tram arrived late because it continued to snow, and the snow 
accumulated.’

Reason clauses can indicate the relation of causation between the 
event in the reason clause and the event in the main clause, as in 
the example above, where the snowing caused the delay of the tram. 
However, they can also indicate the reason why the speaker has a 
certain belief. For example, the following sentence was elicited as a 
comment to a visual narrative in which a person stayed with a swim-
suit in the snow and subsequently got sick.

boy ix stupid reason boast. outside snow cold body naked only 
swimsuit. boast after worse sick      
‘That boy is stupid because he is a braggart. It was cold and snow-
ing but he stayed outside with only a swimsuit. He was acting cool, 
but later he got sick.’

In this sentence, the reason clause can be naturally interpreted as 
indicating the reason why the speaker thinks that the boy is stupid, 
namely the fact that he behaved as a braggart in the snow. 

3.5.5.2 Manual signs marking subordination in reason clauses

The sign reason obligatorily introduces reason clauses in LIS. Howev-
er, there is another way to express causality in LIS and this involves 
the underspecified interrogative sign qartichoke discussed in [SYNTAX 
1.2.3.2] and illustrated in the following picture.

 

qartichoke

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_1_tramarrivelatereasonsnowcl5snowaccumulate.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_1_boyixstupidreasonboastoutsidesnowcoldbodynakedonlyswimsuitboastafterworsesick.mp4
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The following is an example of a sentence expressing causation and 
involving qartichoke.

car cl(closed 5): ‘car_bump_and_stop’ qartichoke engine_oil ex-
haust          
‘Why did the car stop? Because the engine oil finished.’

However, the sign qartichoke does not play the role of introducing a sub-
ordinate clause in this structure, which is more akin to a question-
answer pair (‘Why did the car stop? Because the engine oil finished’).

The sign glossed reason is very similar to the wh-sign correspond-
ing to ‘why’, glossed as why. Note that the manual parameters are the 
same, however the two signs differ in terms of absence/presence of 
specific non-manuals. The sign reason introducing a reason clause is 
articulated with neutral facial expressions (a), whereas the sign in-
terrogative pronoun why is obligatorily produced with the non-man-
uals typical of wh-questions [SYNTAX 1.2.3.1] (b). 

 

a. reason
‘Because’
 

b. why
‘Why’

The reader should therefore be careful not to confuse the two signs. 
The following sentence shows the wh-sign why included in an inter-
rogative sentence (‘Why did Maria leave the house?’) followed by the 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_2_carclclosed5carbumpandstopqartichokeengineoilexhaust.mp4
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answer ‘to meet up with a friend’. That this sentence is a question-
answer pair is indicated by the non-manual marking, namely lowered 
eye-brows (typical of wh-signs) spreading from the beginning to the 
sign why and raised eye-brows on the answer.

 wh  re
maria house go_out why.friend meet � 
‘Why did Maria leave the house? To meet up with a friend.’

Conversely, the sign reason functions as a subordinating conjunc-
tion introducing a subordinate reason clause. As shown in the exam-
ple below, it is not accompanied by any special non-manual marking.

maria house go_out reason friend meet � 
‘Maria left the house to meet up with a friend.’

3.5.5.3 Other markers of subordination in reason clauses
To be developed.

3.5.5.4 Non-manual markers in reason clauses

No specific non-manual marker associated to reason clauses has been 
identified, apart from eye-blink, which is a common marker of the 
boundary between matrix and subordinate clause.

3.5.5.5 Position of the reason clause with respect to the main 
clause

In LIS the reason clause follows the main clause. Cases where the 
reason clause precedes the main clause (as in the English sentence 
‘Because you are tired, you should go home now’) are not accepted 
by our informants.

3.5.5.6 Simultaneous expression of the main event  
and the adverbial clause

A major strategy to express causation in LIS seems to be sequential, 
with the clause that expresses the causer event following the clause 
that expresses the caused event. However, thanks to the availabili-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_2_mariahousegooutwhyfriendmeet.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_2_mariahousegooutreasonfriendmeet.mp4
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ty of two manual articulators, in principle the causer event and the 
caused event can be expressed simultaneously rather than sequen-
tially. In fact, the simultaneous strategy can be used in classifier 
predicates [MORPHOLOGY 5.1], as in the following example where the 
dominant hand describes the fall of the man and the non-dominant 
hand describes the fall of the motorbike.

motorbikea manb
dom: cl(v): ‘move_to_a’ CL(V): ‘ride_bike’ CL(V): ‘man_fall’
n-dom: cl(3): ‘be_at_a’ CL(3): ‘ride_bike’ CL(3): ‘bike_fall’ 
‘The man got on the motorbike, he rode it for a while until he fell 
off from it.’

However, an important proviso is necessary here. Although the clas-
sifier predicate can be used to describe a situation where a man falls 
because his motorbike does, its meaning is less specific than this. 
For example, a translation like ‘The man got on the motorbike and 
rode it. The man and motorbike both fell’ cannot be excluded. There-
fore, classifier predicates cannot be considered structures special-
ized for causation.

We can conclude that the presence of a structure dedicated to the 
expression of causation (the clause introduced by the sign reason) 
does not prevent the language to express causation in other forms, 
including classifier predicates and question-answer pairs with the 
interrogative signs corresponding to ‘why’.

3.5.6 Purpose clauses

Purpose clauses are subordinate clauses that specify the goal or the 
purpose of the action expressed in the main clause, as in the follow-
ing examples containing respectively a finite and a non-finite pur-
pose clause: ‘I woke him up early so that he could arrive on time’ and 
‘I woke up early to arrive on time’.

3.5.6.1 Internal structure of purpose clauses

Purpose clauses in LIS are typically introduced by the sign glossed 
goal, as in the following sentence where the purpose clause conveys 
the information that the reason why Maria goes to the store is that 
she wants to buy food.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_5_6_motorbikeman.mp4
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maria store go goal food buy++ � 
‘Maria goes to the store in order to buy food.’

Purpose clauses introduced by the sign goal can have the make-up of 
finite declarative clauses, as shown by the fact that they can contain 
a specification of tense or aspect. For example, the purpose clause 
in the following sentence contains the aspectual marker to_be_done 
(the sign glossed to_be_done derives from the verb ‘must’ but is used 
as an aspectual marker here. 

gianni mechanic car bring to_be_done goal overhaul �
‘Gianni will take his car to the mechanic, so that he gets it serviced.’ 

The presence of specialised signs introducing purpose and reason 
clauses (goal and reason respectively) reduces the chances of ambi-
guity between these two types of clauses in LIS. For example, (a) and 
(b) below are not ambiguous. They express a reason meaning and a 
purpose meaning respectively. 

a. giannia ixa car function not. look_for mechanic reason want fix 
holiday leave        
‘Gianni’s car does not work. He is looking for a mechanic because 
he wants to have it fixed and leave for the holidays.’

b. gianni car function not. look_for mechanic goal fix ready can 
holiday leave        
‘Gianni’s car does not work. He is looking for a mechanic so that 
it can be fixed and he can leave for the holidays.’

3.5.6.2 Manual signs marking subordination in purpose clauses

The only sign that could be identified as a marker of subordination in 
LIS purpose clauses is goal. It belongs to the purpose clause, as indi-
cated by consistent eye-blink after the last sign of the matrix clause 
and before the sign goal itself.

3.5.6.3 Other markers of subordination in purpose clauses
To be developed.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_6_1_mariastoregogoalfoodbuy.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_6_1_giannimechaniccarbringtobedonegoaloverhaul.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_6_1_agianniixcarfunctionnotlookformechanicreasonwantfixholidayleave.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_6_1_bgiannicarfunctionnotlookformechanicgoalfixreadycanholidayleave.mp4
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3.5.6.4 Non-manual markers in purpose clauses

No specific non-manual marker associated to purpose clauses has 
been identified.

3.5.6.5 Position of the purpose clause with respect to the main 
clause

In LIS the purpose clause naturally follows the main clause. Cases 
where the purpose clause precedes the main clause (as in the Eng-
lish sentence ‘To stop him, we told him a lie’) are not produced by 
our informants.

3.5.6.6 Simultaneous expression of the main event  
and the adverbial clause

A major strategy to express the goal of an action in LIS is sequen-
tial, where the clause that expresses the goal follows the clause that 
expresses the main event. However, thanks to the availability of two 
manual articulators, the goal and the main event might be expressed 
simultaneously rather than sequentially. A hypothetical example is 
a situation where someone jumps in order to grasp a grape and, al-
though the two actions temporally overlap, grasping is the goal of 
jumping. In this situation, in principle, in a classifier predicate con-
struction [MORPHOLOGY 5.1] one hand might express the jumping action, 
while the other hand might simultaneously express the grasping ac-
tion. Still, the sequential strategy seems to be preferred to the si-
multaneous strategy, as illustrated by the following example where 
the action of jumping and the action of grasping are expressed by 
the two hands one after the other.

mana ixa grape

dom:   cl(V): ‘jump’ 
n-dom:  grasp � 
‘The man jumped to grasp the grapes.’

Further research is needed to understand if the preference for sequen-
tiality when expressing the purpose of the action is limited to these 
types of examples or is more general, possibly expressing the fact that 
the goal is conceived as temporally coming after the event performed 
to reach it, even if the two events are simultaneous in reality.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_6_6_manixgrapedomclvjump.mp4
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3.5.7 Concessive clauses

By using a concessive clause, a speaker states that something hap-
pens in spite of a state of affairs. Concessive clauses are expressed 
in English with subordinators such as although (among others) (‘Al-
though Rose hates pineapple, she has eaten my cake’). 

Concessive clauses are semantically (and often superficially) sim-
ilar to concessive conditionals [SYNTAX 3.5.1.4]. The main difference be-
tween them is that, by using a concessive conditional, one does not 
entail that the antecedent must be true. For example, the concessive 
conditional sentence ‘Even if Rose hated pineapple, she would eat my 
cake’ does not imply that Rose hates pineapple. 

However, the sentence ‘Although Rose hates pineapple, she has 
eaten my cake’, a genuine concessive, does imply that Rose hates 
pineapple at the moment of utterance and, nonetheless, she is will-
ing to eat my cake made of pineapple fruit.

While there is clear evidence that concessive conditionals are sub-
ordinate clauses, further research is needed to establish the exact 
syntactic status of LIS constructions that are functionally equiva-
lent to concessive clauses. In this section, we list a variety of ways 
in which the concessive meaning can be expressed in LIS.

3.5.7.1 Internal structure of concessive clauses

A common way to express the concessive meaning is through the sign 
glossed same, as in the following sentence.

 sq
 re
giannia ixa sick same job participate � 
‘Although Gianni is sick, he goes to work.’

This sentence is a biclausal structure, as revealed by the change in 
non-manual-marking (raised eyebrows and squint eyes over the sign 
giannia ixa sick). The same type of analysis can be proposed for the 
following sentence, in which the change of non-manual-marking sig-
nals the transition from the first clause (man short) to the second one.

 re
man short ix3 same basketball play � 
‘Although that man is short, he plays basketball.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_1_gianniixsicksamejobparticipate.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_1_manshortix3samebasketballplay.mp4
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3.5.7.2 Manual signs marking subordination in concessive clauses

The sign same helps the transmission of the concessive meaning. It 
is often produced after the concessive clause, as the first (a) or sec-
ond (b) sign of the main clause.

 sq
 re

a. man blind same pasta cook be_able � 
‘Although the man is blind, he can cook pasta.’

 re
b. l-u-c-aa ixa cat allergy ixb maria same cat buy

‘Although Luca is allergic to cats, Maria buys one.’

We can say that the sign same belongs to the sentence-final clause 
expressing the state of affairs against which the concessive clause is 
contrasted, on the basis of the spreading of the non-manual markings. 
In the examples above, the non-manual markings only spread over 
the sentence-initial concessive clause, but not over the sign same. 

The sign same can also be produced at the end of the main clause, 
as shown below.

 re
l-u-c-a cat allergy maria cat buy same

‘Although Luca is allergic to cats, Maria buys one.’

However, the presence of the sign same in concessive clauses is not 
obligatory, as shown by the following sentences in which an abrupt 
change in non-manual-marking signals the transition from the clause 
that expresses a concession to the following clause. 

 re
a. man short play basketball ix3 be_able  � 
‘Although that man is short, he can play basketball.’

 re
b. ixa gabriele ixa month march ix3a engaged weddingb poss1 

 acomeb 
‘although Gabriele is busy in March, he will come to my wedding.’

Superficially, concessive clauses are very similar to concessive condi-
tionals, as shown by the concessive clause (a) and the concessive con-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_amanblindsamepastacookbeable.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_amanshortplaybasketballix3beable.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_bixgabrieleixmonthmarchix3engagedweddingposs1come.mp4
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ditional (b) reported below. However, while the non-manual markings 
spreading over the concessive conditional are stronger, they seem to 
be less intense over the adverbial concessive clause.

 …………………………re
a. maria pineapple hate same eat all � 
‘Even though Maria hates pineapple, she has eaten all (the cake).’ 

 re
b. maria ixa pineapple hate cake poss1 eat all same  �
‘Even if Maria hated pineapple, she would eat all my cake.’

It should be noted that another way to express the concessive mean-
ing is through adversative coordination [SYNTAX 3.1]. In the following 
sentences, the sign but establishes a contrast between the first and 
the second clause. 

a. l-u-c-aa ixa cat allergy exist but ixb maria buy cat �
‘Luca is allergic to cats, but Maria buys one.’

b. woman arm++ exist.not but be_able put_signature paint dance 
 only feet palm_back 
‘This woman does not have arms, but she can put a signature, 
dance, and paint only with her feet.’

In adversative coordination, the sign but and the sign same (with the 
meaning ‘just the same’) can co-exist. The sign same can either fol-
low the sign but (a) or be produced at the end of the sentence-final 
clause (b).

a. woman arm++ exist.not but same put_signature paint dance  
 only feet palm_back 
‘This woman does not have arms but, nonetheless, she can put a 
signature, dance, and paint only with her feet.’

b. l-u-c-aa ixa cat allergy exist but maria cat buy same �
‘Luca is allergic to cats, but Maria buys one just the same.’ 

Notice that the optional position of the sign same at the end of the sen-
tence-final clause is also found in concessive conditionals, as shown 
in the example repeated below.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_amariapineapplehatesameeatall.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_bmariaixpineapplehatecakeposs1eatallsame.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_alucaixcatallergyexistbutixmariabuycat.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_bwomanarmexistnotbutbeableputsignaturepaintdanceonlyfeetpalmback.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_awomanarmexistnotbutsameputsignaturepaintdanceonlyfeetpalmback.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_blucaixcatallergyexistbutmariacatbuysame.mp4
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 re
maria ixa pineapple hate cake poss1 eat all same � 
‘Even if Maria hated pineapple, she would eat all my cake.’ 

3.5.7.3 Other markers of subordination in concessive clauses 
To be developed.

3.5.7.4 Non-manual markers in concessive clauses

A clear change in non-manual marking is systematically used to create 
a contrast between the sentence-initial clause expressing a concession 
and the sentence-final clause against which it is contrasted, rough-
ly consisting in raised eyebrows (re) and, optionally, squint eyes (sq).

It should be noticed that the three types of constructions express-
ing the concessive meaning (concessive clauses, concessive condi-
tionals and adversative coordination) differ in the presence and in-
tensity of the non-manual markings. While concessive conditionals 
are strongly marked by raised eyebrows over the conditional clause, 
concessive clauses are less strongly marked by raised brows and, op-
tionally, by squinted eyes. Adversative coordination lacks the pres-
ence of specific and consistent non-manual marking.

3.5.7.5 Position of the concessive clause with respect to the main 
clause

The concessive clause must precede the main clause. This is also 
the case in concessive conditionals, while, in adversative coordina-
tion, the two clauses may be inverted without a change in meaning, 
as shown in the examples below.

a. l-u-c-aa ixa cat allergy exist but ixb maria buy cat 
‘Luca is allergic to cats, but Maria buys one.’

b. maria ixa cat buy but l-u-c-ab ixb allergy cat exist 
‘Maria buys a cat, but Luca is allergic to them.’

A final property differentiating adversative coordination on the one 
hand and concessive clauses and concessive conditionals on the oth-
er hand, is the possibility to produce the first clause of the construc-
tion is isolation. Only the sentence-initial clause of an adversative co-
ordinate construction can be produced on its own as shown below:

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_2_mariaixpineapplehatecakeposs1eatallsame.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_5_alucaixcatallergyexistbutixmariabuycat.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_5_7_5_bmariaixcatbuybutlucaixallergycatexist.mp4
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l-u-c-a ix3 cat allergy exist

‘Luca is allergic to cats.’

The impossibility to produce the sentence-initial concessive clause in 
isolation, the obligatory non-manual markings spreading over it and 
the impossibility to invert the order of the two clauses seem to sug-
gest that the functional equivalent of concessive clauses (as well as 
concessive conditionals) in LIS are subordinate clauses. 

3.5.7.6 Simultaneous expression of the main event  
and the adverbial clause  

To be developed.

3.6 Comparative clauses

A comparative construction involves three things: a scale, which is 
usually encoded as a gradable predicate, and two objects: the first 
and the second term of comparison.

In this section, we will describe how comparatives are expressed 
in LIS, and we will show that degrees can be overtly realized as 
points in the signing space (i.e. loci).

The adjectives described in the chapter are all open scale grada-
ble adjectives: they can be defined as gradable because they are com-
patible with the degree adverb very, and they are open scale because 
they are not compatible with adverbs like completely.

In LIS, comparative clauses there are two main strategies to con-
vey more-comparatives. The first strategy, exemplified below, is an 
analytic form in which the lexical comparative marker more is used, 
which is a lexical sign with an invariant form. By pos we indicate a 
morpheme that refers to a point in the scale, in this case height.

man tall_
αposβ woman more � 

‘The woman is taller than the man.’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 16)

The second strategy, exemplified below, is a synthetic form, in which a 
morpheme that we gloss iconic_more is used. The initial and final place 
of articulation of iconic_more are the loci associated with the first term 
of comparison (in this case man) and a higher position in the scale.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_mantallposwomanmore.mp4
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man tall_
αposβ woman tall.βiconic_moreγ � 

‘The woman is taller than the man.’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 16)

The analytic form can be used with all the kind of open scale grada-
ble adjectives. However only a particular class of open scale grada-
ble adjectives allows the synthetic form; they are iconic adjectives 
that meet two crucial requirements: (i) they are all classifier signs 
of the Size and Shape type [MORPHOLOGY 5.2] (although many of them, 
like the one in the example, may have become lexicalized signs), 
(ii) the movement is always perpendicular to the orientation of the 
whole hand. Examples are tall (a), big (b), deep (c), shown in the vid-
eos below. 

a. tall � 
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 14)

b. big � 
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 14)

c. deep � 
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 14)

Less-comparatives behave in a similar way: the comparison can 
be expressed by the analytic form using the lexical sign less, as in 
(a), or by a synthetic form glossed iconic_less, as in (b).

a. man tall_
αposγ woman less  � 

‘The woman is less tall than the man.’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 18)

b. man tall_
αposγ woman tall.γiconic_lessβ  � 

‘The woman is less tall than the man.’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 18)

The synthetic form iconic_less can be used only with the special class 
of adjectives that allow the synthetic form iconic_more.

From a syntactic point of view, comparatives involve coordination. 
In fact, it is possible to insert the conjunction but between the two 
clauses of the construction.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_mantallposwomantalliconicmore.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_atall.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_bbig.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_cdeep.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_amantallposwomanless.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_bmantallposwomantalliconicless.mp4
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a. gianni tall_
αposβ but maria tall.βiconic_moreγ 

‘Gianni is tall, but Maria is taller (than him).’
(Aristodemo 2017, 33)

b. gianni tall_
αposβ but maria more 

‘Gianni is tall, but Maria is taller (than him).’
(Aristodemo 2017, 33)

The two parts are not equivalent, because the first contains the ad-
jective in its neutral form, while the second one contains a compara-
tive form. The inversion of the two sentences is not allowed.

It is possible to anaphorically refer to a visible or overt degree 
thanks to a pronoun that points to the locus in which the degree was 
previously established, as can be seen in the example below.

gianni tall_
αposβ maria tall.βiconic_moreγ. ixβ one metre seventy. 

ixγ one metre eighty         
‘Maria is taller than Gianni. This one (Gianni’s degree) is 1 metre 
70 and that one (Maria’s degree) is one metre 80.’
(based on Aristodemo 2017, 19)

The pronoun ixβ refers to the degree of Gianni’s height, while ixγ re-
fers to the degree of Maria’s height. Once the scale is available, any 
degree on the scale can be used to establish a new locus that can be 
the antecedent for an anaphoric relation.

Iconic degrees and scales can be introduced also with non-icon-
ic adjectives by using the modifier a_bit, followed by iconic_more or 
iconic_less. In a_bit iconic_more (a) the hand moves upward, while 
in a_bit iconic_less (b) the hand moves downward.

a. a_bit αiconic_moreβ � 
‘A bit more.’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 40)

b. a_bit αiconic_lessβ  � 
‘A bit less.’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 40)

a_bit iconic_more and a_bit iconic_less can be used also with high-
ly abstract adjectives, making their degrees visible, as in the exam-
ple below.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_giannitallposmariatalliconicmoreixonemetreseventyixonemetreeighty.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_aabiticonicmore.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_babiticonicless.mp4
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gianni intelligent maria a_bit αiconic_lessβ � 
‘Gianni is smart, Maria is a bit less smart (than him)’
(recreated from Aristodemo 2017, 41) 

3.7 Comparative correlatives

Comparatives correlatives are bi-clausal constructions as exempli-
fied below.

 sq  sq
 re  re

a. run++ sweat++ � 
‘The more you run, the more you sweat.’
(recreated from Geraci 2007, 52)

 re
 sq

b. run++ sweat most  � 
‘The more you run, the more you sweat.’
(adapted from Geraci 2007, 52)

LIS signers can use two constructions to express the meaning of a 
comparative correlative. The first one is symmetrical, as shown in 
(a) above, the other is asymmetrical, as shown in (b) above. In both 
cases, the verb of the first clause (run) is reduplicated. The two op-
tions differ in that the verb of the second clause (sweat) is redupli-
cated only in (a), while in (b) a marker of quantity, corresponding to 
the English ‘more’, appears post-verbally. In both (a) and (b) are pre-
sent special non-manuals: squint eyes and raised eyebrows. These 
non-manuals are spread differently in the two variants: in (a) they 
equally spread over the two clauses, while in (b) they only spread on 
the first clause. Finally, in (a) both clauses are possible in isolation, 
while in (b) only the second clause is possible in isolation.

Despite their possible symmetric structure, the two clauses are 
not reversible: if the order of the two clauses is reversed, the mean-
ing is not preserved. 

Comparative correlatives in LIS are sensitive to the type of pred-
icate or modifier involved in the construction. The following exam-
ples show this feature.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_6_gianniintelligentmariaabiticonicless.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_7_arunsweat.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-5-3_7_brunsweatmost.mp4
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a. gianni run++ sweat++
‘The more Gianni runs, the more he sweats.’
(Geraci 2007, 71)

b. gianni run continue_va_va++, sweat++
‘The longer Gianni runs, the more he sweats.’
(Geraci 2007, 71)

c. sea deep[prolonged], cold increase++
‘The deeper the sea, the colder the water.’
(Geraci 2007, 71)

d. hair long[prolonged], time dry more

‘The longer the hair, the more time to dry them.’
(Geraci 2007, 71)

In LIS comparative correlatives, while atelic verbs trigger reduplica-
tion of the verb, like in (a) and (b) above, stative verbs yield a different 
verbal morphology, namely intensification, whereby the movement of 
the sign for the predicate or modifier is different from its citation form: 
it is articulated slower and the muscles are more tensed (c, d). In this, 
asymmetric variants behave like symmetric ones, as can be seen in 
(d): stative predicates do not show reduplication, but intensification.

Wh-phrases, which typically occur at the end of the sentence [SYN-
TAX 1.2.3.5], appear in sentence-final position also in comparative cor-
relatives, as shown in the following example.

study++ learn less who 
‘Who is such that, the more he studies the less he learns?’
(Geraci 2007, 74)
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Information on Data and Consultants

The descriptions in this chapter are based on the references below. The linguis-
tic data illustrated as images and video clips have been checked through ac-
ceptability judgments and have been reproduced by Deaf native-signing con-
sultants.

Authorship Information

Chiara Branchini [3.1] [3.4] [3.5.1] [3.5.2] [3.5.3] [3.5.4] [3.5.7.2] [3.5.7.5]
Chiara Calderone [3.2]
Carlo Cecchetto [3.3] [3.5.7.1] [3.5.7.2] [3.5.7.4] 
Carlo Cecchetto and Alessandra Checchetto [3.5.5] [3.5.6]
Alessandra Checchetto [3.6] [3.7]
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